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ENGLISIH AND SPANISH.

Periódico Liberal e Independiente, Del Pueblo, Para el Pueblo, y por el Pueblo.
can etersburw, Enero 2J.
Sangrienta
Procedimientos del
Iíusia se encuentra hoy en plena
revolución a semejanza de la revo
!
1
Bevoltícion Ilición
Cuerpo de Comisionados.
francesa, y está próximo á
CONTINÚA.
perecor el gobierno y el órden so
En Rusia. cial.
las calles
Ayer
J

tra- Para
!iíw

I

de

domingo

bi vl deet ver u mejor y mas grande linea de efeotoa de OTO-S- O
I.eon Vs. Juan G. Martínez now
E INVIERNO en el Valle de Tuos, vengan a h bien cono-cii- ia
pending can not be present at the
M- DOLAN.tienda de
taking of testimony before County
TODO NUEVO YIDE LA ULTIMA NOVEDADCommisbioners during the first
Podemos ahorrarles dinero en cada compra, y darles mejor valor
week of January 1005 for the rea
el que puedan hallar en otia porte.
que
Según informes oficiales,
son that he is compelled to attend
El dk 19 de éste tenía lugar en
ínisioakdos
CJonzáTomás
M.
y
y
San Petersburg la celebración perecieron en la lucha 70 personas
. . .
the Supreme Court in sesión at
es,
secretario.
,
Santa Fe, during said week.
anual da la bendición de las aguas y resultaron heridas 233.
Cuerpos de seda y lana, Enaguas de HefSora de un
L09 procedimientos anteriores
psO a do- La guerra encarnizada, el derra
15.
eu íreaíw al plació de invierno,
pesos
Lusk,
J.
ce
fueron leídos y aprobados.
Túpalos, de un paso a veinte pesos.
u&tido una descarga de metralla Jiiamiento de sangre y el incendio
Atty.
Ahora
viene
AI.
Larragoite
se
y
Kl mejor surtido de Zi etos en la plaza.
el
fueron
órden
del
el
día
domingo
stüvo plinto de quitarles la
Ahora se presenta Celso Martí
el
presenta
O.
Juan
por
sefior
Ferretería
y madera psra canos.
y lunes
El rió tuero de muertos
ul Emperador y á toda la fan
nez, Juez de Paz del precinto no. 0
Un
contestado
surtido
grande y fresco de abarrotes siempre en mano.
y
una
presenta
do los Romanoff, si el que dia- - y heridos asciende á 500.
No hay
y presenta su reporte.
Pagamos
el
precio mas alto en todos tiempos, por granos, cuerea
del
carta
Jí.
sefior J.
Lnsk aboga
Dícese que la estación del ferro
multas.
taró la descarga apunta un punto
saleas
do por el aeñor Juan G. Martínez,
Ahora viene una carta de Fans
mái abajo; y por más que la de- carril de Warsaw está incendiada
Vengan a convencerse de ello en casa
por razón que no podía atender
cañones
tremenda
los
reina
re.
agitación
y
que
víhío
Je
de
uno
tin Arellano de Rock River, Wyo,
searla
por estar empleado en la Córte Su
diciendo que ha visto en la lista de
qu daban salvas en honor al even-to- volucionaria en Polonia y Filandia.
. .
uua tiniinnyorfa
Se teme que la revolución habrá niYmft V nWi4 fill
se cree que fué por obra de
delincuentes, oue él está tasado
r'""a'"J"
.
Ij'..1
171
II
II AT
.nn ,l .1.'..
con 300 ovejas por el áfio de 1903
tma conspiración bien pensada y estallado en Moscow y en otras ci inniu ci ui u ue ranero xi'uo.
voto
fué
llamado
sobre
ésta
enes
De
treudades.
Odesa
comunican
sensación
fué
que
jaeiitada. La
y que nunca ha tenido sus ovejas
tion y Iliginio Romero y A. Gus- menda y n todas partes se organi- los arsenales estáti incendiados, si
en el condado de Taos y por ésta
dorf votaron que se conceda pró
zan conspiraciones para tramar h endo el incendio obra de socialis
está ordenado de quitarlas de la
ó
Manuel Chacón se cuenta
rroga,
tas
revolucionarios.
del
gobierno.
despótico
lista de delincuentes.
í éatía
Tremenda fué ayer la lucha
ntre según la seción I04S. El contesOtras noticias oticiales indican
Ahora el cuerpo prosigue npro
tante Epimenio D. Leon no convi- uanüo los siguientes voucliers:
que más que 50,000 hombres per- loe huelguistas y tropa. Esta en vaene en tal prórroga y el cuerpo
II. Sánchez, 6tat'ry stamps 24. 00
tenecientes Á diferentes fábricas se rios ctuos al recibir la ón&n de dar oi,,.,i
é....
-á i... uU8
F. w, que A j3 T BUtV for oñhe
li&u declarado en liuelga, quedan10 45
fuego solire las flisBun, tiraba al aire,
l.l,
p..uj... y ei votoi. .pv.Martíliezjz .dtíp. examina- do suspeudidas las fábricas de
por eso se supone que rou lia de la
se contará el día 0 de Enero 1005,
ción de la muerte de J lioibal 4.00
y armaiiientos. La situa- tropa tiene simpatías por loa
á
las 0 a. ni.
lícitos
ereen que
J. II. Martínez, caso de R V. 4. 05
tion es tal, que m
Por súplica de M. Larragoite, R. Esquibel en la causa de A. B.
feoliierno'
Merar
adelan
podrá
no
que
calles,
cubiertas
de
Lis
il
estén
la siguiente nota ha sido entrada
te ja tfuerra con el Japón, v si la I nieve, e ven en todas partes regulas
Trnjillo 4. 25
el diario: "This is to certify
en
del
los
amigos
2. 75
Estamos recibiendo ya el surtido de Pkimavera
Uuelga continúa,
J. Argüello
de Bitogre, y por todos lados se oyen
that J, J. B. Liiflk the duly emplo.
y vendemos desde hoy, los efectos deInvicrno al
F. Roy val, causa de A. 13. A. 0. 15 Zapatos
gobierno temen quo se liará la paz iDHiticone en contra d las tropas y
Boolbl-nio- .
yed and acting attorney for Juan "
el
'
'
ra
humillantes
Marca
4.
puro
costo
tormiiios
00
Juana
Argüello
Itajo
del gobierno.
tier
G. Martinez, contestee in thewaU
Jüjjrwrio
M. Gállegos causa de R. Valencia
Informan que una fracción rie los
caaalaa
fía ha firmado V presentado al amotinados piden á voz alta la cabe, ter of the eontest of Epimenio D.
4.00 can
Sobretodos, (cutes) y trajes para caballeros y ni
todoa
Emperador na petición monstruo za del emperador.
ños, los vendcmo-- al coto.
loa atas.
quejándose de la situación desesINSPECTORES DE CAMINOS.
Le Temps pu
Parla, Enero22.
Oompra
perada de los trabajadores y de su blica un despacho de Sn Petersburgo
Xo. of Pt.
Bal.
Abono
También vendemos al puro costo, los Cortes de Fiemo ra
a pu
mol
"privación de derechos humanos" que dice que el emperadar huyó
olbldo
1. Miguel Tenorio,
3, 00
Lana, Lanillas y Géneros, sombreros de señoras y
13, 00
$10, 00
ro dinero
La petición ooucluye con éstas pa40,000
2.
señoritas,
PeterüofT.
00
17,
00
Gatelnnaó
Casados,
00
de
tápalos de Invierno.
7,
24,
Miguel
Cu.roj
labras: "Si nos abandonas en ésja
da
u
19, 00
3. Lorenzo Rasques,
12, 00
81, 00
fia ilice también que existen temo
Saleu'.
eitúació preferimos morir".
frijol Ma
4. Euíracio Trnjillo,
24, 00
17, 00
7, 00
res de que Sun Pettersburgo ae des
Vengan todos a convencerse.
He aqiií los últimos telegramas truido por fuego.
5. Guadalupe Durán,
7, 00
xloano.
33, 00
40, 00
que indican bien claro la situación
0. Reyes Mníios,
13, 00
12, 00
25, 50
OTGiN ÜIIO, VENGAN DOS YUGAN TODOS.::
alaifnaute de Rusia.
7. Sabino Gallegos, no reporte
7, 00
MUEBLES PARA CASA. BATERIA DE COCINA, LOZA
San Petersburgo, Enero 21 Se
8. Benito Trujillo,
7, 00
41, 00
43, 00
prohi-LARTICULOS DE VIAJE Y
CRISTAL Y PORCELANA.
ha publicado el edicto que
0. Benito Lobato,
8, 00
8, 00
Kl jacto ni ai importante de la
Y RELOJES. UTENSILI
que se habrán los comercios ma Legislatura en U .semana paada
PRENDAS
PERFUMERIA
SPORT.
10. Vidal Sánchez,
83, 00
7, 00
40,00
nana durante la grán reunión dtí la fue el memorial dirigido al Congre
11. Henry Young,
Grátis
ESTUFAS DE TODOS PRECIOS,
OS DE LABRANZA.
plaza del palacio. Aunque las au- so de Ion Estados Unidos protestan
it
12. Agapfto Arellano,
26. 00
15, 00
11,00
MAQUINAS DE COSER.
toridades parecen estar determrSk do en contra de la consolidación
7, 00
13. Antonio Joseph, No reporte
das á impedir la reunión, siguen de Nuco Mexico y Arizona el cual
14. Florentino Gallegos,
16, 00
9,00
7,00
Zapatería fina. Objetos de Escritorio, CarrusjeSj
los preparativos gigantescos para es un memorial muy bien redacta
16. Felipe Bonsell, No reporte,
7,00
a misma; está el pueblo determiti
do que enstfia los recurso de Nu
Etc, Etc, Etc.
25, 50
12, 00
18. J. II. Luce,
37,50
la
demostraá
á
efecto
llevar
nado
evo Mexico y su capacidad para
19. Juan N. Vigil,
ES- 6, 00
0,00
CO MP RAMOS A PU
ABRI
DE
ROPAS
ción aunque corra sangre.
manejarse en caso de que se nos
19. José Domingo Fernández,
12,00
DINERO TODA
RO
GO Y ENAGUAS UL
Un Bacerdote de la iglesia grie- conceda la admisión de Nuevo íe
8, 00
Jacobo Domínguez, (Expense) no reporte, pagado
CLASE
DE PIELES
xico como un solo Estado separado
TIMA NOVEDAD.
ga llamado Gapon es el alma y
" 12, 00
28, 00
40, 00
Manuel Snazo
6Ji)E
ANIMALES.
del nioviniiiento. Predica que dentro de sus limites presentes.
El cuerpo tomó un receso hasta la una p. m.
Copias certificadas de este memo
ha de verificarse la reunión aunSESIÓN DE LA TARDE. ,
hombre y mujeres desde 25 cts
Camisas
que sea á costa á una matanza. rial fueron dirigidas, una al pre.
arribVestidos
de hombre desde $3- 00
arriba.
Todos los miembros presentes.
Témese que se presentará mañana dente de los Estados Unidos Mr.
a,
lugar los efectos de INVIERNO que
Roosevelt, otra al presidente del
El cuerpo procedió á pagar las siguientes cuentas:
un paralelo de la revolución
estamos
recibiendo
todos los dias, vendernos los efectos
y
a
senado de los instados unidos
School fond
24, 00
Stationery stamps,
Ramón Sánchez,
10, 45 de VERANO abajo de costo, como sorilcuerpos, muse"
Antonio B. Trnjillo
Por otra parte los consejeros del los miembros del Comité de terri
copia
como
una
a
también
torios,
1.
8, 00 linas, sombreros de Verano enaguas, etc, etcK
Pt.
no.
Miguel Tenorio, Road Ins.
emprador declaran que la presen.
cania-raambas,
miembro
de
(
un
cada
QIITAPIIIIÍVQA
llM
áVlfl
.lü
2.
!kmtLll
17, 00
Miguel Casados,
del Congreso.
M
((
il
00
13,
8.
se
nóche
la
Basques,
Durante
Lorenzo
mano firme.

Alarmantes jv sensacionales son San IVkersburo"'Be vieron ensan
SESIÓN DEL DÍA 4.
ím últíiüias noticias que vienen de rentadas en horrenda lucha entre
El Cuerpo de Comisionados se
Enaíay las que demuestran y enm las tropas y el pueblo trabajador,
A pesar de repetidas órdenes ha reunió según su prorroga. Miemfian a paralelo semejante al de la
sido imposible dispersar los gru-po- bros presentes: II. Homero, Pres.
revaííióii Francesa.
M. A. Chacon y A. Gnsdorf, Co- -
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Bond, Gusdorf McCarthy

s

ejecutó el arreBto de muchos revolucionarios.
Eu todos los edificios públicos
el gobierno ha puesto carteles en
que se anuncia la prohibisión de
la propuesta reunión. Se ha aisla
do la sección industrial do Ja ciu.
dad colocando callones y tropas en
todos los puentes que comunican
con la otra parte de la ciudad- De
diferentes puntos de afuera llegan
á la ciudad artillería y tropas por
lo que pueda suceder íiiaílaiia.
Los huelguistas, entre tanto,
continúan la agitacióu con febril
octividad. lian recorrido toda la
ciudad y conseguido á los trabajadores & cerrar sus ta'leres. En todas partes so ven tropuS, policías,
-

cosacos y

raimientos

de

I.A MFMOKIA

EN

El.

CONGRESO.

Washington, Enero 2t. Hoy se
presento en la cámara y senado de
lo E'tadox Unidos la memoria di
rígida por la Asamblea Legislativa
de Neuvo Mexico. Es una protes
ta en contra de la ley Hamilton que
trata de consolida a Nuevo Mexico y Arizona. Ia protesta ha producido en el Congreso profunda im
presión. Por tanto, desde luego, se
empezó hablar de un convenio según el cial se admitirá a Oklahoma consolidado con el territorio In
dio, y a la vez Nuevo Mexico como un estado solo; Arizona se
eliminara del proyecto enteramente
y continuara en su forma territorial.
A ultima hora en ese día telegrafiaban de Washington que era muy
probable el pasaje de la ley de estado según el convenio referido.
-

para

II
II
II
Guadalupe Duran,
II
II
Trujillo,
Kufracio
II
II
u
Reyes Mufios
11
II
Trujillo
Benito
II
Benito Lobato,
II
II
Sanchez,
Vidal
II
II
Arellano
Agupito
II
II
J. U. Luce,
II
II
N.
Vigil,
Juan
Manuel Suazo, (Especipl)
Adolfo Santlstevan, Asesor 1904
1902
"
BlasSalazar,
'
1900
Santistevsn,
Antonio
returns
Bringing
Valdéz,
Matías
José

5.

18, 00

4;
6.

77,00

Co.

13, 50
18, 00
8, 00
18, 00

"Por Dinero Al Contado"

8.

9.
10.
12.

18.
19.

11.
13,
6,
13,
185,
2,
1,
6,
2,
6,

00
00
00
93
60
50
00

el

proximo numero.)

r

El inmenso numero de Marchantes que diariamente nos visitan en
ue.tro establecimiento, es una prueba de losprecios módicos, y el buen
40 trato
que reciben

"
"
Kloy Anays,
00
"
"
Boyal,
Hudson
"
"
2,40
Quintana,
A.
Francisco
"
3, 00
"
Pablo A. Cordova,
13,
54
1901
Publicación
Stsplln,
F.
1902-- 3
"
7,71
Montanej,
José
2,71
Staplin Judgment
Prorrogados para el sAbado día 7 do Eneto 1905 á las 9 de la mañana.
(Continuara en

Queremos mucha venta, aun que nuestras ganancias sean pequeñas.
el mejor y mas grande surtido de efectos en el condado
COMPRAMOS EN CANTIDADES GRANDES Descontando to
as facturas y por tal razón vendemos mas barato que nu
das nue-.testros competidores.

00 Tenemos

AGENTES DE LOS FAMOSOS CARROS Y CARRUAJES DE

Studobaker Bros Co.

EamoBJSaracliez.
Peñasco, New Mex,

LA REVISTA DK TAOS
ANDTAOSCKESSET

MEW MEXICO HEWS SUMMARY

Legislature Convenes. '.
Legislative AssemThe thirty-sixtbly convened January Kith at noon,
Territorial Secretary James Wallace
Raynolds administering the emth first
to the members of the Council and
then to those ef the House.
The Council organized by electing
John S. Clark of Las Vegas "president,
and Harry P. Owen of Albuquerque
chief clerk. The following officers also
were elected:
Enrolling and
engrossing clerk,
Frank P. Chaves; sergeanl-at-arms- ,
Matias Baca; chaplain, Rev. J. L.
Shiveley; messenger, Manuel E. Esqui-bewatchman, Antonio Gonzales. After an address by President Clark the
Council adjourned until the next day
out respect to the memory of Col. J.
Francisco Chaves.
The House organized by electing
Carl A. Dalles or Belen, speaker,
George W. Armijo of Santa Fe, chief
clerk, and selecting other employes as
follows: Florencia C. De Baca, enrolling and engrossing clerk; Marcelino A.
Ortiz, sergcant-at-anns- ;
Rev. Adrian
Rabeyrole, chaplain; Nester P. Eaton,
messenger; Maximin Archuleta,

AT WASHINGTON

Japanese Hospitals.
All Japan is now a hospital, but the,
city whither the wounded are borne in
the greatest numbers is Osaka, which
vith its belching chimneys and busy:
manufacturing and commercial life,
has been called the Japanese Chicago.
Here are five great hospitals and in
them are at present 20,000 wounded
soldiers .and sailors.
A Japanese poet, Yone Noguchi,

To Save Yosemlte.
Covernor's Message.
New Corporations.
President Roosevelt has discovered
a suspicious bill which had made its
Both houst'3 of the Legislature met
The following companies filed incorway successfully through both the
January 17th to hear the message of poration papers with the territorial
House and the Senate, and has taken
The frazzled leap-yea- r
jest will now Governor M. A. Otero. The first bills secretary at Santa Fe January 20th:
the necessary measures to prevent its
Father oust tül '.4 approach of Jan of the session were introduced in the
Mesa Park Improvement Company
further progress. It was e bill taking
House by Representative R. L. H?.ca,
uary, 1908.
off part of the Yosemlte National Park writing
one providing an appropriation of
of Albuquerque; capital stock, $50,000.
from Osaka, relates many thrilostensibly to be added to the forest, ling stories of deeds of heroism and
a mansion for the executive of The incorporators and directors are
"Love making" is now forbidden at the tor
reservation, but, according to
territory, to be built at Santa Fe; James E.
performed by brave men
AfSVitic City. N. J. A strange "bid" a
Haines, Benjamin C. Roberts
persons, really to be added to now lying crippled and wounded in the
providing an appropriation to
second
for popularity.
the property of the Atchison, Topeka Osaka hospitals. Some of these will
complete the scenic route between and John H. Stingle.
íc
Fe railway.
Santa Fe and Las Voga3, and a third
The Citizens' Bank of Aztec; capigo out into the world wrecks of their
When It first became known that the former selves; for many, the life-tidAdelina PaM's cook has left her. providing lor the paving of the public tal, $15,000., The incorporators are W.
asbill
to
was
reason
be
vetoed the
Perhaps Mine. Patti insists on sieging plaza of Santa Fe with brick fur H. Williams, Fred Bunker, S. O. PinkIs ebbing fast, but from not a single
signed was that a grove of fine big se- one of them, even
nished by the penitentiary and by con- staff, G. W. McCoy, J. 11. Williams, T
in the midst of
around the house.
pass-sagquoia
was
by
trees
Its
threatened
vict labor.
the most poignant sufferings, is there
A. Pi' ree, H. D. Abrams, all of Aztec
presand it was decided that the
Governor Otero's message male a and S. G. Hawes of Colorado Springs
heard a murmer or a regret for the
You might just as well listen to the
ervation of the trees was of para- sacrifice they have made for Emperor
His recomThe Great Western Gas, Oil and
voice of conscience. She Mill have her favorable impression.
mount Importance.
and fatherland.
mendations for economy in legislative Fuel Company of Roswell. Capitaliza
say sooner or later.
The bill takes from the Yosemlte
expense, for a new primary, registra- tlon, $200,000. The incorporators an
Everything Is done to cast some
park and adds to the forest reserve lightness around their shadowed lot.
tion and election law, for a severe directors are John W. Hall, Adolph
some lands containing valuable oil Sympathetic men and women bring
Even now it is not too late to make penalty fcr bribery,
for a rigid investi- Schuster, Glaude H. Hamilton, Robert
and mining properties. Private inter- them loving offerings, and school chila New Year's resolution i.' you happen gation of every territorial board and C. Reid, J. O. D. Hamilton, M. A. Ham
ests cannot get any land out of the park dren gather around them to sing songs
to think or a good one.
office, especially the land commission,
mon and William J. Davis.
but they can get it out of the forest of cheer and fervent patriotism.
fcr better 'enforcement of the Sundav
The Hanover Mercantile Company
reserve, and that was' the purpose4of
Dr. Irvine says the lady Is not beau- laws and for grammar and hish capitalization, $12,000.
The incorpo
the bill. It slipped through the House
tiful. Now she never can forgive him, schools in rural districts and better rators and directors are William D
Panama Canal Problems.
without debate and through the Senate
road laws, are meeting with the ap- Murray, Joseph W. Bible and Leo A
no matter what happens.
any
hardly
with
Mr.
Perkins
Discussing
notice.
Chief Engineer Wallace's
R. M. Pringle, supervisor of engiproval of Democrats as well as Repub- Rosenfeld. Headquarters at Hanover,
signed it as acting president in the suggestions concerning the construcneers
county.
licans.
for
the
Department,
Urant
Interior
We read with sincere regret the
I he Black
Range Copper Mining Washington, D. C, recently arrived in absence of Mr. Frye, and it went to the tion of the Panama canal, the Atlanta
The govornor referred to the assasheadline. "Believes It Her," in a news sination
Journal says that "it appears that the
Albuquerque from Gallup. Mr. Pringle Senate.
of Superintendent of Public Company;
capitalization,
$1,250,001?.
paper published in cultivated Boston. Instruction J.
What excited Mr. Roosevelt's suspi- longer the chief engineer studies the
Francisco Chaves, last 1 he directors and incorporators are B has just finished an inspection of the cion
was
the discovery that the lands situation the more physical difficulties
November, and the death of Solicitor 5. Philips, F. E. Green, L. II. Arm work In progress on the Znni Indian
The New York Tiroes, with Its thirty-- General Edward L. Bortlett the month strong, Gladys Allen and E. D. Fair reservoir and new school buildings are to be turned into the forest reserve bob up. We have not, in fact, begun
had already been decided by a commis- to build as yet, and It may be some
one
story home, is entitled to rank before. He asks for an appropriation Principal office,
Fairview, Siena going up on that reservation. He says sion appointed
by himself to be a part time beforé we do. We do not yet
as the journalistic sky puncher of the not to exceed $2,500, to be used in fer county.
that the work is going on very satis- of
the park. The President investi- know exactly what we are to build or
factorily and that the schools will be gated
reting out the assassin of Colonel
age.
and found that railroad men where' we are to build it. The Americompleted by next summer. The work
Chaves and asks the repeal of the
for can public most exercise a vast deal of
Council Members.
on the dam is well advanced, but the and others had been lobbying
A New Jersey lawyer pleading for statute which prohibits the governor
the bill. He discovered its real pur- patience before the first ship goes
apany
offering
Irrigation
reservoir
from
system,
and
the
the
reward
for
The
following
are
members of the
the principles of state sovereignty
pose; sent for a member of the CaliLegislative Council now in session at which will be built in connection with fornia delegation, examined him about through the waterway. Lut no matter
ought to make a hit on the vaudeville prehension of criminals.
how long it may take, we want the
it, will not be completed for some time it,
to the Santa Fe:
Governor
Otero
calls
attention
stage.
and announced his purpose of veto- best possible route. It is better to
fact that at the close of the fiscal
hirst District Colfax, Mora and yet. Mr. Pringle left for the Mesca-Ier- ing the measure.
spend time and money at the outset.
year there were balances in the terri- Union counties Jeremiah Leahy.
reservation, where other improveMrs. Chadwick was brought up on a torial treasury aggregating
We have waited more decades than
$250,000,
Second District San Miguel, Leon ments are being made by the govern
Report.
Civil
Service
two for the canal as it is, and If the
farm, and she seems to have avenged and alludes to the reduction of the ard Wood and Quay counties D C. ment.
civil service commission. In its first vessel gets through the big ditch
The
a good many of the
bonded indebtedness since two years Winters and John S. Clark.
inAn Albuquerque dispatch of January
twenty years, we
ago from $1,122,200 to $949,000. Of the
juries and insults.
Third District Taos, Rio Arriba and 16th says: Col. W. S. Hopewell, gen annual report, says that during the in from fifteen to
year the civil service act has been Imagine that the whole country will be
balances $230,000 is in designated de ban Juan counties Alexander Read eral
manager; of the Albuquerque made Increasingly effective and that pretty well satisfied."
positories, drawing three per cent, in and Malaquias Martinez.
Married ladies who entertain
Eastern railroad, arrived
from need has
reports
terest.
He
for no further legislacasual
that
the
Fourth
District Santa Fe county
v'sitors should always take th
Denver, where he attended the Na tion beyondarisen
1893 have been re
what is required to meet
deficit
bonds
of
15 YEARS OF TORTURE.
B.
Thomas
Catron.
precaution to stuff the ears of the par
Live
conven
tional
Stock
Association
funded, saving the territory $20,000;
Fifth District Bernalillo, McKlnley, tion as a delegate at large from New the added expense of conducting the
rots with cotton.
examining work of the commission.
The governor recommends the re and Sandoval counties Nestor Mon-toy- Mexico. He said
that it was a lively
The number of persons examined Itching and Painful Sores Covered
peal of the law which provides for the
and
W.
H.
Greer.
meeting
although
a
represented
and
Head and Body Cured in Week
he
Prof. James Corbett may play Ham- apportionment
wap, 133,069, an increase of fifteen per
revenue to be
of
Sixth District Valencia and Tor- railroad he had cattle Interests as well
By Cuticura.
year. The
let If he likes, but the really melan- raised among the counties by the rance counties
previous
over
cent.'
the
Jacobo Chaves.
and had walked out of the meeting number appointed was 50,830, an in
choly Dane is "Battling" Nelson, who hoard of equalization, and asks that
Seventh District Socorro and Si- with the indignant cattlemen.
crease of twenty per cent. The great"For fifteen years my .scalp and
W88 licked by Jimmy Britt.
the board of equalization and the trav erra counties W. E. Martin.
Colonel Hopewell was busily engaged
eling auditor be given power to revise
Eighth District Grant, Dona Ana, in straightening out the Albuquerque est increase was in the examinations forehead was one mass of scabs, and
Judge McMichael, of Philadelphia, and correct the assessment rolls in de Luna and Otero counties Charles E. Eastern right of way tangle, and when for rural carrier, stenographer and my body was covered with sores.
typewriter, and for the navy yard ser- Words, cannot express how I suffered
denounced "the theft of a kiss by a po- tail and be authorized to assess such Miller.
seen this evening said that the matter vice,
property
overlooked
been
or
which
has
from the itching and pain. 1 had givNinth
District Grant, Dona Ana,
liceman from a pretty woman as larbe be settled satisfactory to all
Appointments to the classified ser- en up hope when a friend
returned too low by the assessor and Otero, Lincoln, Chaves, Eddy and would
told me to
ceny. Yes, but it was grand.
parties
on
EastWork
concerned.
the
reinstatevice through
transfers,
county commissioners.
Roosevelt counties Charles L. Bal ern continues.
ments, suspensions of the rules and get Cuticura. After bathing with
The following recommendations are lard.
Soap and applying Curti-cur- a
There are 2,996 students at Yale this made: .
Tha following is from a paper read temporary appointments which have Cuticura
for three
days, my
Ointment
serof
the
year. If Yale were a woman's college
doors
been
back
called
the
Farmington
the
au
Woman's
Club:
bond
of
before
the
territorial
the
That
was
in
to my .
as
as
ever,
head
clear
and
numerous
vice,
loss
than
have
been
we might be justified In supposing the
$25,now
one
paying
salary
of
are
$100,000
to
the
'We
!tor be reduced from
Cebolleta Grant.
public teacher. On September 24 an former years, showing the increased surprise and joy, one cake of soap and
number has been marked down from 000. That the treasurer of the New
one box of ointment made a complete
Mexico Military Institute be required
An Albuquerque dispatch says that agreement was made whereby each observance of the. rules.
3,000.
The percentage of removals during cure in one week.
signed) H. B.
to give bond. That the traveling au- the commissioners for the partition of member has been asked to earn $1 in
the year as compared with the whole Franklin, 717 Washington St., . AlleAn Englishman has taken out a pol- ditor be required to examine the the Cebolleta land grant, Messrs. her own way within the next six number of employes was one and
t
;;
Pradt, Moore and VVhilting, have con- months. Nineteen collars a month
gheny,
'
icy for $2,500 on the life of the czai books of the district clerks and that he cluded
which was twice as great as
their labors and filed their re- have been subscribed by the different
be given an assistant.
all
That
of Russia. The czar, b'Jove, will do his county officials be placed on straight port to the court. The grant was partit- members for three months, to help the percentage of eleaths and- - less than
Young doctors- - leaving college get
as great as rthe number, ' of
best to get even with him by living ta salaries, and, if not, that the fees they ioned to the following:
pay the teacher now .employed by the
'
" "
'',
their' titles by degrees, but they must
a great age.
Richardson, Raynolds and McMillen, club. We expect to soon give each resignations.
are permitted to retain be limited to
have pátience 'in order to become
a certain maximum per annum and any F. W. Clancy et al., B. S. Rodey et al., member of the club 5 cents to invest
' ."
wealthy.
Cattle Üüarántine.
i
A Madrid paper says King Alfonso fees above that placed to the credit of L. Bradford Prince et al., people of in any way she desires, and se" how
much she can realize from it. Onu of
Is engaged to marry Princess Victoria the school fund. That no fees should Cebolleta and unrepresented owners.
hat
Agriculture
The Department of
A portion of the grant of the north
our good workers is at present gettine issued regulations establishing Februof England. American heiresses may be allowed the assessor or the sheriff
Every housekeeper should know
up
a
east
and
cook
corner
reliable
15,000
acres
of
book.
was set
neit
ary 1st next a federal quarantine that If they will buy Defiance Cold
rs well take notice that Alf doesn't on license money and to treasurers for part to be sold for
soon
on
will
purpose
which
be
market,
pay
the
and against a large part of the South and Water
of
the
interest collected.
need the money.
Starch for laundry use they
He recommends the creation of the ing the taxes, cost and charges. This from which she will, no doubt, realizo parts of other states to prevent. the Will
save not only time, because it
grant
has been in litigation for more a handsome sum."
fever
position
splenetic
or
southern
of territorial Insurance comspread
of
Lord Roberts hints that there are missioner,' at no expense to the terri- than thirty years and Is just being set1 ne quarantine lines never sticks to the iron, but because
A new macadamized road is being among cattle.
armies which could smother Eng- tory, but to he paid by the Insurance tled.
as last year. .The each package contains 16 oz. phe full
largely
same
are
the
built between Clayton, New Mexico,
land's, That's a fine way to show his companies being taxed a small
As stated in Associated Pres3 dis
to be in force poundwhile all other Cold Water
is
declared
quarantine
e
thirty-fivCimarron river, about
gratitude for the poema Kipling has amount, the surplus to go to the volun- patches the Rough Riders, com and the
pound packfor the purpose of until November lstr but this date is Starches are put up in
north,
miles
manded by Colonel Roosevelt in the
written about him.
1
teer fire companies of the territory.
auling machinery, fuel, etc., from subject to change. The regulations ages, and the price is the same, 13
war in Cuba, will Clayton to the mines of the Sater Min- allow cattle in the quarantined areas cents. Then again because Dfiance
The creation of an office to be
The map who claims to have called that of territorial irrigation en- take part in the Inauguration of the ing Company, as well as of accommo to be shipped North in placarded cars, Starch Is free from all injurious chemspanked Theodore Roosevelt when the gineer is recommended. . The governor President on March 4th at Washing dating all the settlers of the Cimarron if shipped for slaughter and placed in icals. If your grocer tries to sell you
ton. The officers from New Mexico in country.
The Sater Copper Mining quarantined yards on arrival at desti
latter was a boy may have Imparted advocates a new jury system, curfew attendance
package it is. because he has
day will be as follows: Company will put in several large trac- nation. If the stock is unloaded en a
that
prohibition
of
legislation
the
the
and
tau hand which he wishes to
to the future president his first crude
a
stock
Messrs.
of
Fred
Mueller
Santa Fe, W. tion engines to do their hauling. One route it must be at yards reserved
sale of liquor within five miles' of any
Idea of the strenuous life.
federal reservation for sanitarium pur- E. Dame of Albuquerque, W. H. H. of these immense machines is now on solely for southern, cattle and after dispose of before he puts in Defiance.
Llewellyn
f
of Las Cruces, David Leahy the ground. The road, it is estimated, unloading the cars must be disin- He knows that Defiance Starch ha3
poses.
The crown prince of Servia eloped
Governor Otero asks that a severe of Alamogordo and C. L. Ballard of
ill cost about $7,000 when completed. fected before being use-" - for native printed on every package In large let;
a few days ago with an actress. U penalty be imposed both upon the Roswell.
ters and figures "16 oz3." Demand DeThe county of Union has subscribed stock.'
fiance and save much time and money
she has any friends they should at bribe offerer, the bribe giver and the
$1,000, and the balance of the money
The House committee on election of and the annoyance of the Iron stickonce urge her not to venture back in bribe taker. He also asks that the
necessary has been subscribed by the
The Land Office at Santa Fe has re
professional lobbyist be excluded from
case the king offers his blessing.
business men of Clayton and Cimarron President, Vice President and repre- ing. Defiance never sticks.
ceived orders from the Department of
the floor of the Legislature.
by the Sater Copper Mining Com sentatives in Congress has favorably
and
A libel law Is asked, and a provision the Interior to withdraw from settlepany. Work is being pushed as rap- reported the bill adding the secretary
"There Is," says the Baltimore
"Are the American people growing1
ment thirteen townships west of Santa idly as possible, and the road will be of agriculture and the secretary of
American, "some talk of independence that the governor be authorized to re Fe to be included in the Jemez forest
usrs ine aieuicai fiecora.
Msuurier:
pres
to
line
of
labor
the
commerce
and
any county commis
ready to accommodate traffic "early this
LJleally, some of us couldn't be any
for Canada." If the Canadians find move summarily
reserve
to
be
established
later.
succession.
idential
sioner who shall cause illegal fees to
spring. Several of the stockholders
shorter.
out about it there will be trouble fot be
paid out, or any official found
Robert B. Armstrong, assistant secThe Bar Association of New Mexico of the Sater company, from Pennsylthe person who started the rumor.
guilty of accepting such fees.
retary of the treasury,, in charge of
met January 18th and admitted Asso- vania, have been examining their prop"Why, Nellie," said a mother to her
The message asks aid for the flood ciate Justice Edward A. Mann, Ala- erties, and are very well satisfied with customs, has Indicated to the Presi- small daughter, "you
never saw me act
Dr. Spitzka says the brains of crinv sufferers of last fall to the extent at mogordo; A. J. Abbott, Santa Fe; H. the outlook. The company will put up dent and to Secretary Shaw his pur- naughty as you have been acting." "Of
not,"
replied
Nellie, "I'm too
i.nala are in no sense abnormal. It least of providing those who need it B. Holt, Las Cruces; Emmet Patten, reduction works on the Cimarron to pose to resign to accept an important course
much of a lady to notice such things.''
Roswell; J. M. Peacock, Roswell, as treat their ores as soon as the road is business position in New York. It is
the whole truth were known it would with' seed for spring planting.
completed.
understood that- Mr. Armstrong's resIn conclusion Governor Otero ap members.
jirobably appear that a majority ol
:
A Rare Cood Thing.
ignation will take effect on March 4th.
the criminals are merely too lazy to peals to the legislators to pass reso
A
Santa Fe dispatch of January
"Am rising ALLEN'S FOOT-EASand
the morning of January 21st J.
lutions regarding the voicing the sent! O. On
introRepresentative
has
Brooks
work.
1
Lynch, a prominent ranchman who 19th says:
can truly say would not have been without
Three murders were
ment of the people on the statehood
ento
permit
a
bill
homestead
duced
miles west of Ros- brought to the attention of District tries to be made, in Colorado for 640 it so. long, had I known the relief it would
question. He refrains from expressing lives twenty-fou- r
C. Abbott
give my aching feet. I think It a rare good
A prominent educator says cheap
The vichis opinion on he matter, desiring the well, left the dead, body of his wife Attorney E.
acres instead of only 160, as the pres- thing for anyone having sore or tired feet.
old son and rode tim of the first was Candido Chaves,
shoes are destroying the beauty of legislators to be eatirely uninfluenced with his eight-yea- r
ent
law
provides.
have
Similar
bills
Mrs. Matilde Holtwert, Providence, R. L
twelve miles to his nearest neighbor aged eighteen years, who,' in company
American women. Shoo! Down with
for the benefit .of Sold by all Druggists, 25c. Ask
to notify him of his bereavement. Mrs. with Pedro Jaramillo, Manuel Silva been introduced
the man who can't see that American
In
or
homesteaders
of
two
three
other
Lynch had been ill several days from and Esqnipulo Gallegos, all miners
Prevention of Floods.
women are becoming more beautiful
from El Rito, had been on a drinking the far western states and there seems
When a man shines in society ha
" The question of preventing floods in pneumonia and died suddenly. Jack bout.
all the time.
shines In business.
Late last evening Candido was to be a disposition in Congress : to
Martin, a brother of the deceased, left
adopt
measures.
when
valley
these
mass
the
the Rio Grande
few minutes before she picked up unconscious by his, sister,
a
ranch
the
Colorado
mountains died for Roswell to get a
President Roosevelt certainly ought of snow in the
A bill introduced by Representative
nurse and with bruises on his head, neck and
to write a letter of condolence and commence to melt In the spring is be physician.
back, from the result of which he died Smith of Texas aims at the settlement
during the night. It is against the law of reclamation claims made by citizens
sympathy to that New York woman hag agitated. It is said to be practi
Bills were introduced in the council to sell whisky to minors and the father of Mexico on account of waters di
ho has been dispossesse". three times cally certain that the Rio Grande must
There are fewer nerves in
be dyked from Pena Blanca, In Sando January 19th appropriating $25,000 for of the deceased, David Chaves, and verted by Americans from the Rio
within a year because she has seven val county,
to below Las Cruces in the relief of the flood sufferers of last his uncle, Sixto Chaves, desire not only Grande river. The bill contemplates
the
countries.
young children.
Dona Ana county to prevent the an fall, and for the building of dykes the prosecution of the boy's murderthe construction of a dam on the Rio
along the Rio Grande, as well as measnual destructive overflows.
ers,
but also of those who sold him Grande at Eagle, New Mexico, if found
Imagine a nervous
Another of Napoleon's drummer hoys
The losses In this territory last year ures repealing the taiw protecting game the whifky upon which he and his by the secretary of the interior to be
Is dead. Napoleon must have had from floods In the Rio Grande was not birds and the law providing compen
companions became intoxicated. The feasible.
woman!
In the other murders were the killing of
euch a wonderful brigade of drummer less than $500,000. In a few .years the sation for road supervisors.
regard
regulation
opium
In
to
of
dyke
Your grocer rtumi your money If yon don'
House
Speaker
en
the
convicts
river
could
Dalies
its
announced
it
remarkable
seems
the James Redding, son of E, S. Redding,
that
boys that it
Ukt Schilling'! Beat.
should have escaped the attention of tire length through New Mexico. The standing committees and bills were in- an old tinier of northern New Mexico, trade, the Secretary of War says that
territorial Legislature now in session troduced, one defining the legal age for and Charles Purdy, both mining men. the plan of the opium committee ought
the alert historians.
The man who courts trouble
has been requested to investigate this marriage and the other pioviding for They were killed at the Guadalupe to be adopted with one variation, and
marries It.
pass a bill making it the building of dams and dykes along placer, three miles south of Questa. that is, instead of a government moto
matter
and
girls
school
who
The twenty high
lossible to dyke the Rio Grande with rivers as a protection against floods. John Conley, a Boa mining man, who nopoly for three years, that a very
You
never hear any cne complain
fcave gone to the board of education in little expense to the territory, lands Contests were filed
in the Houei was working with the two men at the high license be instituted with sale of about Defiance
Starch." There is none
York, Pa., with a demand that they be In" Sandoval and Valencia, Bernalillo, against R. L. Baca and Ramon Sando- - placer, is under arrest charged with
the drug only to oiflcially registered to equal it in quality
and quantity 16
taught how to cook, must be nursing Valencia, Socorro and Dona Ana coun
, of
Santa Fe, and Sefrlno Crollot having first shot Purdy in the eye and smokers and a total prohibition of the ounces, 10 cents. Try it now
and save
the shy Idea that they are going to ties are now worthless on account of and Thomas N. Wilkerson of
Redding in the temple, and after both sale of opium after three years, except your money.
purposes.
t.ie annual floods.
get married some day.
had fallen shoorlng each In the throat. for medicinal
It takes a tot of cold casn to keep our
The House Indian committee favor- stoves
from his team and caught
Thrown
Rumor has It that Norman Selby,
coaled.
That frog at Cornell that lived for
reported Mondell's bill for openably
says
dispatch
heavy
A
log
Roswell
was
a
which
under
Gayle
crushing
that
known in the sporting world as "Kid ing the Shoshone Indian reservation
fiva years after some scientific gentleKennedy's Favorito
Remedy Is
Ir. DTld
out his life, Antone Gomez, a wealthy
.
to txjth míe and all
Cures klrtnej and
men had unkindly removed his brain Talbott and John Ritchie of Artesia Portuguese sheepman, aged 67 years, McCoy, in thinking of making New In Wyoming. The bill for the opening uUpUKl
Llvur complaint, and purine tue blood. II alldruUla
gone
to
as
Fe
Santa
a
have
committee was picked up unconscious on January Mexico his home. Norman Is the scienof this reserve passed the Senate and
ought to afford an exceedingly interFrequently a Birls Rood looksUre
House at the last session but failed
lesting and appropriate subject for con- to urge the Legislature to form a
tific boxer and middle weight cham18th in a grove near his ranch, twenty-fivrHponsibl for her lack of good
from parts of Eddy and Chaves
miles south of Galisteo, in Santa pion, and he has already Inquired when the conference report came up
versation at Mr. Harry Lehr's next
approval in the House, and parliamonkey dinner.
counties, with Artesia as the county Fe county, and died soon afterward. concerning Albuquerque, stating that for
mentary requirements made it necesMore Flexible and Lasting,
He
hauling
was
to
wood
his
ranch
seat. The people are divided on the when
sary to introduce a new bill at this won't shake out or blow out; by
In the future that city may afford him
drawing
the
mules
wagon
his
gone
has
to
English
uslnr
earl
Another
name of the new county, some wanting an away. Only two years ago he mar headquarters.
He has corresponded session. The bill as reported provides Defiance Starch you obtain better repulís than possible with anv
Monte Carlo with a "system" which he it called Arteria and others wanting ried
opening
reserve
for
15,
the
June
1906,
other
a
girl.
His with Duke City parties arid he seems
uranu mm
more for tame
thinks will enable him to break the it named Ritchie counly, in honor of brother, Mauricio native
enthused about coming to this section. and is Identical with the terms of the
Gomez, survives
bank. Wouldn't it have been a hot John Ritchie, the pioneer citizen. Ar- him, in addition to the child widow. He says that New Mexico is not only agreement entered Into with the Sho- sioney.,.
tiay for Monte Carlo if Mrs. Chadwick tesia Is the town of artesian wells and The brothers came to New Mexico
Small Harold, after sizing up the
a
lar.d most of the time, but shone Indians providing for cession
baby,
that kid hasn't
had happened to camp there for a few it less than eighteen months old. The wenty-fivyears ago entirely desti that its people are cordial, liberal-minde- d and purchase of their lands. The res new
got
any hair to comb, but
he s got an
1.500.000
completed
contains
census
shows
just
acres.
that the tute and amassed fortunes in sheep
and kind to strangers. Santa ervation
hours with her little old system.
lot of face to te washed."
awful
1,000
town has over
inhabitants.
growing.
Fe New Mexican.

JOSE MONTAXER,

Editor and Prop.
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Apple Sauce.
cut into small pieces
twelve
tart apples, put
them into a sauce pan with half a pint
of water, cover and stew them all till
tender; add one cup of sugar, press
it through a sieve or colander; pour
into a glass dish and serve either hot
or cold. Apples should never be
stewed in rusty tins or iron pots, as
they will spoil the appearance of the
sauce.

Pare

the
I join
And

prayer of poppies bended low,
count the beaded rosary of the vine.

A transept of blue heaven overhead,
A choir of birds half hid in copse and
scar,
Mv worship is the pleading of the pine,
The burning adoration of a star.

trimming. Velvet is fashionable in
ruches and in flat bands the same tone
as the corsage. Another fashionable
material Is crepe de paris. There Is
as well a soft serge that has made its
appfarance, and it appears In new
weaves and designs, and the diagonal
serges in fine checks are much used
for street costumes.

and

good-size-

hand necktie. It must be about five
inches wide and finished up precisely
as though it were made of fur. Its
ends are trimmed with fringe or with
tails.
Handsome fluffy neck ruffles are
made to match hats and there are ruffles that are in the most attractive
shades of green to go with Charlotte
Corday hats that are made of green
velvet with flutlngs of green niusliu
and green chiffon.

Vitality of Wild Mustard Seed.
the Seed Laboratory at Ottawa,
Cánada, one hundred fresh seeds of
Wild Mustard were planted in good
Theater or Evening Waist.
soil in a box, and under the most favBodice of ivory colored silk, tucked
thirty-fivof at the top and draped below the bust.
orable conditions only
VfllLB THS
I
,b
them could be induced to grow. The The slightly crossbox was then placed in the open air ed fronts are borfor a week with the thermometer be- dered with a fine
Twnled surah is having a renais- - low zero. When again put in the
embroidery of silk
seventeen more of the seeds cord to match and
sanee.
Cashmere is becoming the vogue in produced plants. The soil was then ornamented at the
allowed to become thoroughly dry and bottom with 'roParis.
Aurore is the came given a delicate again put out to freeze, after which settes of the silk.
twelve more of the hundred seeds gerpinkish, blue.
The plastron is
Bloused jackets look particularly minated. Tills operation was repeat- of lace, also matched several times, until finally every ing , the
well on small women.
waist,
that the mother and is ornamented
AH the muffs are large and most of seed demonstrated
plant had not lived In vain.
them inclined to flatness.
with bows of lilac
Old rose, shading to a brick red, is
velvet ribbon. The
a popular shade for a hat.
little collar piece and the shoulder
straps are composed of narrow bands
A few are wearing bright green net
face veils, with curious effect.
of the silk, fagoted together. The
cap of the
The pearl-lace- d
sleeve is composed of two puffs, finished at the elbow with a little frill
Juliet is again a popular ornament. ,
Women with very plump faces
of the material and a deep frill of laca
should never wear a thick neck ruche.
In Gray Velvet.
To treat paint spots that painters
Ladies' Costume.
A fascinating frock of gray velvet
Fashion has decided that all smart have left on your panes of glass soak has a skirt that fits the hips perfectcostumes must be made with waists in turpentine. If they have been left ly, and plaits are let in at the bottom
and skirts to match, and a charming long enough to be very stubborn to give the fullness desired. At intercrepe de chine scrape the spots with the edge of a vals from below the hips are strips of
design in
is here pictured. The full waist is penny. It will not scratch as would a braid reaching across from one seam
made over a vest of embroidered ba- knife.
to another, and then a space. The
Mice have the greatest dislike to the next breadth hasthe space filled in
tiste. Graceful fullness is given In
front by tucks in the upper part, and smell of peppermint. A little oil of with the braid. The skirt frees the
the wide shoulder effect is success- peppermint sprinkled round their ground all the way round. The loose-fittin-g
fully carried out by the shoulder haunts and holes will soon make them
girjacket has a
straps that extend from the neck out look for other quarters and forsake dle holding it closely to the figure,
over the sleeve. The full puff sleeve those which have become so disagree- above which it blouses all the way
is prettily finished by a small turned able to them.
round. Braid is applied at each side
A piece of camphor forms a popular of the back seam and over the shoulback cuff. The skirt is one of the
barometer. If the lump of camphor re- der and down the front on each side
mains dry when exposed to the air, of a white waistcoat embroidered in
dry weather is to be expected. If, on black and gray. Full puffed sleeves
the other hand, the gum absorbs mois- come below the elbows, and they are
ture and appears damp, rain may be caught into deep cuffs of the embroidanticipated.
ery.
To renovate a black felt hat brush
the hat to remove all dust and then
Child's Winter Frock.
sponge with equal parts of liquid amChild's frock of dark green cloth.
monia and boiling water. Rub this The skirt is made with box plaits and
felt thoroughly, then set the hat
trimmed with a
on the table or some other flat surface
band of ermine
to dry, for if this precaution be not
and straps of black
taken the brim is sure to get out of
braid. The blouse
.
shape.
is
at
the top (where it
is trimmed with
Neck and Hat Sets.
straps of braid) to
With every hat there must go somea yoke of black asthing for the neck these days, and
trakhan bordered
the most beautiful creations are
with a band of erplanned to go around the throat and to
mine.
fasten in the front.
The yoke is finThere are lovely art noveau boas
ished around the
made of ermine and decorated with
neck with a little
art noveau buttons, which are set on
collar of the cloth
about six inches apart. And there are
forming tabs In
dressy things in peacock feathers to
front, ornamented
match handsome breast ornaments for
the hat. It can be taken as a settled with buttons. The vest is of the mathing that neck trimmings must match terial braided with black soutache,
hat trimmings and that they must be and over this is a little scalloped
alike no only in one way, but in all waistcoat, also of the material, emwavs. The colors, the materials and broidered with soutache.
Que general style must match.
and
The sleeves are
Perhaps the best hat and neck trimmed with the braid at the top,
latest models and is exceedingly grace- effects can be obtained with crushed then are plaited in at the bottom to
ful. The fullness in the upper part is velvet. A hat can be trimmed with a form cuffs finished at the wrists with
disposed of by small tucks around the band of the velvet and the very same bands of astrakhan. The girdle is of
hips, although the pattern provides for material can be used for a four-In- tñe material or of silk to match.
rows of shirring or for a plain gathered skirt. It is cut in seven gores,
and wide tucks at the lower edge asBRIDESMAIDS' GOWNS.
sist in giving the fashionable flare.
All fabrics that are soft and pliable
are suited to the mode, such as
viile, chiffon cloth and liberty
satin. The medium size requires
yardB of forty-fou- r
three and
inch material for the waist, and
inch material
six yards of forty-fou- r
for the skirt
In
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d
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Parisian Trotting Gowns.
For morning saunters short skirts
and long jackets are most popular.
And every Parisienne who is a woman
of fashion deems it her duty, as well
as her pleasure, to walk for an hour in
the mornings in the Avenue des Acacias, and so smart broughams and victorias are drawn up in a double line
near this favorable promenade along
which the elegantes love to loiter and
meet their friends.
The only frivolous notes in the build
of these tailor suits are the touch of
color in the velvet of collars and cuffs
and a line of embroidery upon a light
velvet waistcoat.
Cashmere Very Popular.
The very latest fabric employed to
build midwinter frocks is cashmere.
This material has been, so to speak,
put upon the shelf for several years,
but its popularity is now reassured.
It is one of the most attractive of light
weight cloths, it lends itself readily
to drapery and it is especially suitable
for house gowns. Draped waists and
full sleeves are now universally worn,
and this sort of light weight material Is particularly practical for the
purpose. Perhaps the most popular is
red,, and cashmeres are found in every
shade from bright scarlet to the deepest claret or dahlia tones. The pastel shades are as well mosish and
chestnut, brown is also fashionable.
Velvet and silk braid is the popular

j

The gown at the left is of white
The skirt is gathered at the
voile.
top and trimmed at the bottom with
wreaths of mousseline de sole roses,
which are united by blue ribbons. The
blouse has a yoke of guipure bordered
with roses and the bretelles are of the
blue ribbon. The short puffed sleeves
are finished with bands and knots of
the ribbon. The wide, draped girdle
is of blue or white silk. Tie other
sown is of white mousseline de sole.
The full skirt is trircmed at the bot

tom with little ruffles of the material,
in two groups,' separated by a
band of guipure. The blouse is entirely covered with the ruffles and is
finished around the low neck with a
All these ruffles
band of guipure.
are edged with white taffeta, of which
the girdle is also made, the latter finished on one side with a knot of the
silk. The sleeves are each composeí
of two puffs, separated by a drapery
of the mousseline de suie and finished
with frills of the same.

The pleading of the pine that reaches up
With outstretched arms, contiding as a
child
The trees, are they not born into the faith
That when the sun has ehined, then God
has smiled?
The joyous lark,
on his song,
Has lifted me in rapture from lie sod;
And though I tarry, humble in the grass,
I am a little while the guest of Olod!
i

And like this untaught winged heart of
song,

Sweeter for liberty, the breeze fill'
The vale with ho'.y incense of the flowers,
And consecrate the altar of the kill.
The sunlit altar of the hill, far up
The pillared aisles of arching ash and
pine,
Where nature offers daily sacrifice.
And night and day keep watch before
her shrine.
And now, at eye, the priestly hour lias
donned
A purple vestment for the vesper mass;
The stars have lit the tapers of the dew.
And hare and lark are kneeling in the
grass.
Throstles intone the offertory note.
And lo! upon the altar-hil- l
of gray,
A hlood-rehostthe sacrificial sun
The immolation of a dying day!
AioysiuM Coll, in Lippincott's Magazine.

CHLOE and

the STILE
we Citiue down the field
J40
J of waving corn on Laven- J
O der Hill Cliloe was talking
K quite heroically
of life.
"WOW Hit hair had bceu blown a
litue uilo admired disorder by the biuff
wind ou the heath, her cheeks were
S

a

a

flushed with health and beauty, and
she was mistress and queen of herself
For nie, my eyes
and her domain.
went from her bright and significant
face across the gray green oats in
which we walked breast high, and
back again in serene contentment.
.What did it mutter that she wan prepared to give battle to the monster
Man? Let him perish.
The hills were ablaze with light, the
fields with ehnrlick; we moved in the
sun's eye, but Cbloe looked as cool as
a primrose in her muslin, despite the
lieat of her opinions.
"I can't really understand n sensible
mau like you taking up a position like
that," said slit.
I had taken no vositlon, except the
one by her side, but I defended myself
.weakly.
"Well, you see. we Inherit these prepossessions and prejudices from our
arase ancestors, I suppose."
"That's just it," said Cliloe engerly.
"You admit it, then?
Savage! Of
course, they were savages.
You've
given away your case."
I never really had any case, but I
didn't say so. "1 suppose 1 have," 1
6aid, ruefully.
"You know it," said Miss Bohun
firmly. "It is quite absurd to pretend
that women are one whit inferior to
man, except, of course," she added.
quickly, "in regard to physical

strength."
"And even then there were Amazons," I suggested.
She cast a glance at me. '"Yes. there
were the Amazons," she said, "which
"
shows
"And tlie women do all the hard work
among the aboriginals," I went on.
She gave me another glance.
"And
" she began, with
that agaiu shows
less confidence.
"Do you know," I said, stepping In
midiield to observe Uer critically, "I
believe that if yon only practiced a little you would be more than a match
for a man."
She looked away across the corn.
"Do do you think so'.''' she said, hesitatingly; and added, after a pause: "I
I don't think I am so I'm not what
you'd call muscular."
"Well, perhaps not," I assented, examining her appraisingly : "but sinewy,
eay."
"How a'jsurd!" said Cliloe, quite
enapplshly, as she walked on. 1 foU
lowed. The deep, spreading shadows
of the bushes at the end of the field
enveloped us.
"Another stile," said I. cheerfully.
"Dear me, that's the fourth!" said
.Cliloe, resignedly. "I do wish they'd
make cutes between the fields,
"A stile's more picturesque." said f.
"Very possibly," said Miss Koliun, indifferently. "It's certainly not r.s con(
venient."
"Ah," said I, smiling, "there's one
thing, at any rate, in which men are
superior. They can negotiate a stile."
"I
"Indeed!" said Cbloe, loftily.
should have thought the feat was not
Impossible for a woman." I pursed up
my lips. "Any woman can get over
stiles," she said, warmly, seeing my

"Perhaps I'd better take the sun
shade," I suggested.
She did not answer at once; then,
"If you wish it," she replied noiichul- ently, "though it's of no consequence."
I took the sunshade and waited
Chloe's two feet were now on the low
est bar. She peered over. The stile
let down beyond in a big drop iuto a
kind of hollow or ditch.
" I
"Oh!" said she. "I didn't
was still waiting.
"I wish you'd go on and not stare In
that atrocious way," said she, with asperity.
I begged pardon, vaulted the stile
with one hand and strolled on. Presently I looked back Miss Bohun wns
seated astride the top bar, clinging
with both hands to it. Her face was
deeply flushed.
"Do go ou!" she called out, vehemently. I went ou leisurely. But, somehow, I could not make up my mind to
walk briskly. She did not join me. so
I flung myself on the grass and pulled
out a cigarette. Then I heard my
name called in a distressful voice. I
stood up and looked around. Miss Bohun was stride the top bar and she
was pinker than ever.
"Please come don't be so unkind V
she cried, with tears in her voice. 1
hurried back like the wind.
"Oh, just give me your band!" panted Cliloe, nervously lifting one from
the bar. "I can't it's such a long
"
drop. I can't get my
"AVait a bit," said I, considering.
"You're hnlf way over now. You've
only got to lift that foot off the bar
"
and
"I shall go over. I know I shall go
over," she said, pathetically.
"No, you won't," said I. "It only reImagine you're ou
quires confidence.
"
a horse, nnd
"But I don't ride a horse this way,"
said Cliloe. miserably.
"Xo." said I, "but men do; and wo- "
men are just as good as
"It's cruel of you it's beastly, when
I'm in such peril!" sobbed Miss Bohun.
She clutched wildly for me with the
trembling hand she had disengaged. 1
seized it and her.
"Now, just lift that foot," I enjoined.
Chloe's weight lay limp on my shoul,

der.

;

Spoil
Back aches all the time.
your appetite, wearies the body, worries the mind. Kidneys cause It ail
and Doan's Kidney,
I
Pills relieve and!
t
I
cure It.
H. B. McCarver,

of 201 Cherry St.,
Portland, Ore., inspector of freight
for the
Co., says:
"I used Doan's Kidney Pills for back i
r
n
ache and
other i f
symptoms of kid-ney trouble which
had annoyed me
for months. I think
a cold was respon
sible for the whole trouble, it seemed-tsettle in my kidneys. Doan's Kidney Pills rooted it out. It Is several
months since I used them, and up to
date there has been no recurrence of
the trouble."
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by all
dealers. Price 60 cents per box. Fos
Trans-Continent-

1

Co., Buffalo.

N. Y.

Tolstoi and His Sons.
Tolstoi the Great divided his real estate between his five sons before setting out on his reforming mission. In
this way he protected it from confiscation in the event of exile. A miner
has been found on the e3tate of Ler
which makes him the richest member
of the family. None of the brothers-resemblethe old count. In Paris tfiey
follow the lead of grand dukes. On
of them served as an officer in the
war. They all like to belong to the
heavy swell class.
s

A

man doesn't necessarily love

hl

wife because he says she is very dear
to him.

It takes a real enterprising man
a safe on the installment pian,-stara bank and pay for the safe out
of the deposits.

t

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
wf

local applications, as tbey caonot re&cta tb
portlun of the esr. 1 óerií Is only toe
ur
cure deafness, and ibaMs by cnnHlltutloual reaueoira.
Deafness is caused by an Inflamed 'condition of lh0
mucous lining of the Ktistacülan Tube. When una
tube Is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, anil when It la entirely closed. Deafness Is tbe result, hd unless the Inflainmatbtacan b
taken out and this tube reityred to Its normal condition, hearing vlU be destroyed forever: nine raeea
out of ten are caused by 4 atarrb, which fa notblnf
but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surf area.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for anv cat of
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be curar
by Hall's Catarrh Curt. Send for circulars, free.
F. ,1. CUENKY
CO.. Toledo, A.
Sold by Druggists. 7V.
Take UH's Faintly rills for constipation.
y

"I can't get it free. It's atnek," slip
said pitifully. I moveu closer, still
with my burden on my shoulder, and
loosed the dainty foot. "Now," I said.
She lifted it gingerly. "Don't mind
your ankles," I said.
" Her foot went
"Oh, but I am
bnck. "Shut your eyes, please." she
entreated. I shut my eyes. The next
It Is wise for h young man to Ktrlk
instant the weight on me was doubled out for himself unless he happens lo be
a
ball player.
and two arms went stranglingly
Mrs, Wlnalow'i Bootlilnsr Byrnis.
about my neck. As I have explained,
children teething, softns tbe guras, rediiee tav
the foothold descended Into the hol- For
flaminatlou, allays pain, curee wind collu. l&c a boUM.low. I went down precipitately on my
Many a man who says he has groat
head. I saw several corn fields and presence
of mind manages successfully
two or three stiles; also more than one to conceal It.
to
I
content
be
seemed
Cliloe. But
10,000 Planta for Ifte.
there. Miss Bohun extricated herself
This is a remarkable offer the John A.
quickly--

.

Salzer Seed Co., La Crosse, Wis., makes.'

"Oii. nre .voir hurt? Oh how dreadful of me!" she said. "Oh, pleuso do
-

'

'

j

'

speak."
"I liked it," I said, "and I'm only
hurt in one place."
"I you frightened me," she said,
with a serious little laugh. "I'm so
sorry. Is it your head?"
I shook it and sat up. "No, luckily
I was born thick headed."
"Your your knee?" she inquired
again, hesitatingly.
"Certainly not my knee." I replied.
" Chloe turned away. She
"Then
might have asked further questions,
but she didn't. She was busy smoothing her skirt. "I can't think why they
make stR-- horrible things," she said.
"Oh, lint any woman can get over n
stile," I told her. She made no reply,
but turned right away. "Please," I
up?"
calledi "won't you heW
Miss Boluii; turned back reluctantly. I made a face of pain.
"It's your ankle?" she naid, with sudden anxiety. I winced and took her
band, and then I was ou my feet, with
that hand In mine.
"So, it here," I said in a lower
voice, laying my hand on my heart.
"It was here long ago." 1 drew her
to me.

"Do yon always do that to people
you help over stiles?" asked Cliloe. between a smile and ; sob. H. B. Marriott-Watson,
in the Sketch.
yuajr'a Significant VUIt.
The late Senator Quay was a secretive man, and as a consequence his
comings and goings seemed mysterious
to the newspaper men and others who
were compelled to keep tab ou his

movements. He frequently journeyed
from Washington to Philadelphia and
returned without any of his political
friends being the wiser for it.
One morning he arrived at the Quaker City early, and a reporter who knew
"Senator, is
him intimately, said:
there any significance attached to your
visit here
"Yes," said the Senator, iowering his
voice and looking shrewdly, "there is
deep significance and importance."
The reporter's interest was aroused
at once. "Might I asked what the business is?"
Skepticism.
"Certainly," replied the Senator, "I
"Oh, I've no doubt," I said, politely.
to go down to the bank nnd
am
"It's nonsense your saying that when try about
have
nnd
h note renewed, and I
I can see you don't believe it." said don't know whether
I'll succeed or
Miss Bohun.
"You're simply pleased
not." Sunday Magazine.
to be sarcastic all along."
I shrugged my shoulders.
The "Krk lioller."
coldly nnd confidentially toIn the British House of Common, ns
ward the stile. It took off a h'git
ground which. I suppose, accounted soon as the question to lie deemed i
for the absence of a step. But there put from the chair, a clerk nt the table
were- two cross bars to assist ill" sets In niotion a Iiirye sniul shiss, faclimber. I thought Chloe's face fell miliarly known to members as the
as she noted it.
"ess boiler," probably because it takes
three minutes to rim out. As the last
"Let me give yon a hand,"' I said.
"Nonsense!" she replied. "I di"i": sand pussey through, the k'uss tlie
Instantly locks the maswant any assistance. It's quite easy."
sive oak doors of tbe chamber, nnd
She put the hand which was vi
only those members who have
cumbered by the sunshade on the
in gettius ihiousii the duoriva.i
bar and placed one neat foot oil t!
"
can vote.
lowest. Then she hesitated.
!
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Salzer Seeds have a national reputation
as the earliest, tinest, choicest the earth
produces. They will send you their big

plant and Beed catalog, together who
enough seed to grow
J.üuü fine, solid uaboages,
2,000 rich, juicy Turnip",
2,000 blanching, nutty Celery,
2.000 rich, buttery Lettuce,
1,000 splendid Onions,
1,000 rare, luscious Hadisnc,
1,000 gloriously brilliant Flcwer.
This great offer is made in order to hv
duce you to try their warranted bpciIs
for wiien vou once plant them you will
grow no others, and
ALT.

FOB

BUT

1

IGo POSTAOK,

providing you will return this notice, nnrl '
if vou will send them 1'tic in postage, tlicy
will add to the above a big package of the
earliest Sweet Corn on earth Sal 'er's
Fourth of .Inly fully 10 days e.nlier than'
Cory, Peep o' Day, etc., etc. j,VV. H. U.J
We all like the irooii old Ohrtritroas
customs, but the shop keeper delightsIn C'lirlstmus customers.

Best Appreciated In a Dry Climate.
A iresn cigar maue oi gooa looiwco is the
ideal smoko.
Lewis' "Single Binder"
straight 5c fresh from the factory, wrapped
in foil, is an ideal cigar. Lewis' Factory,
Peoria, 111.
The more fool questions you aisk lite
more you don't learn.

TEA
How strange that so dainty a thing should possess
such a power!
Your grocer returns your monsy If f4M
like Schilling's Best.

The chronic
centipede.

kicker must envy

'

'

4og

--

'Ai

THERE IS NOTING
more painful than

Rheumatism
land
Neuralgia
but there Is nothing surer to
cure tli an

.acüDsufi
The old monk cure. 41 H
trating, prompt and artijcoi-ngp-l- c

25c, nnd

50c

HnT

LA REVISTA DE TAOS
ANDTAOS CRESSET

MOVING BOG THAT SPREAD

KEEPS TAB

"The-Brethren-

DEVASTATION IN IRELAND

JOSE MOXTANER, Editor and Prop.

Í

ubans Take Life Easy f

TELEPHONE.

ON

(Special Correspondence.)

Accurately Register Number
of Messages Sent.
The telephone companies of the
country have generally adopted the
measured service, by which Instruments are placed in houses and business establishments at a varying rate
fixed according to the number of messages per year. In the case of smaller residences, where calls are likely
to be quite limited in number, the
charges are made per message. This
brings the telephone service into the
house on the same basis as gas or as
water is done in many communities
where the meters are used. This kind
of a service is said to be more sati

One of the first things that an American who visits Cuba learns is that

Device
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Rler Haggard.
"
Rider Haggard, the author of
and a marvelous list of Af--j
rican tales. Is much more than a writer!
of stories, though the world has known
him for the last dozen years only as
such. Back in the seventies he was a
big man in South Africa master of
the High Court of the Transvaal and
the man who, with Colonel Brooke,,
hoisted the British flag over the South
African Republic. He was a mighty,
hunter in his South African days and
many of the shooting adventures so
excitingly set out in his novels
directly from actual happenings. It was in the eighties and nineties that he began to produce his famous novels. In 1901 he took up his investigation of the condition of agriculture in England and is now noted
for his tireless work in the best interests of the British farmer.
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many things he previously learned are
not true. For instance, before I went
there I was wont to picture to myself
the Cuban girl In a balcony, a mantilla falling in graceful folds about
her face, listening to the tinkling
mandolin that ber lover was playing
in the street below. Perhaps you have
pictured the same scene yourself
but you'll never see it in Cuba. Girls
in Cuba seldom wear mantillas. As
for the mandolin, that instrument is
more popular in this country than In
Cuba, and the lover or anybody else
who should attempt a serenade under a lady's window would be prompt-- ,
ly told to move on by the police. As
a matter of fact, the sidewalks of Havana are so narrow' that there is a
law forbidding one to obstruct the
walk by merely standing still.
Cubans do not invariably go to
,
sleep in the middle of the day.
The Cuban has no romantic notions

gamble hi3 last cent on a cock fight
and yet I confess to a fondness for the
guajiro. At bottom he is a good fellow good natured, as simple as a
child and hospitable to a fault. When
you ride up to his door he tells you
that the house is yours, and sets before you the best his modsst larder affords. When you leave him it is often
difficult to make him accept anything
in payment for his hospitality.

Inherent Love of Gambling.
The passion for gambling is strong
Cans.
in the Cuban. He will bet on anything,
contains ref- news
often
eastern
Far
money
prefers
to
on
stake his
but
meats of the
canned
erences
to
the
cards and gamecocks. Cock fighting, Russians, which are so put up that,
Moving Bog Swallowing a Farmhouse.
which is now forbidden by law, was they may be heated without a fire.
The Cloonshievers bog, which is be- morass, which covers an extent of
for generations the national sport of The device is German. It is called
lieved to conceal a sunken lake, burst about sixteen miles, has moved at least
the Cubans, and if the matter were the "calorit." Two chambers include',
its bounds on Dec. 19, and has since one mile. An attempt has been made
left to the popular vote I think they the inner can, one holding lime, the
been spreading devastation. The vil- to cut through the main road so as to
would go back to it, just as they would other water. Puncturing the partition'
lage of Cloonshievers has been practi- drain off the water, but with little
causes slaking of the lime, which progo back to the lottery.
cally swallowed up, and th whole
The lottery that the Spaniards main- duces the necessary heat
tained in Cuba was a national lottery,
and the government derived a large HIS EXPERIENCE TEACHES THEM
IN
PEACE
BLANKETS.
HANDS.
JAPAN'S
IN
TOSSED THEM
revenue from its operation. It was
supported by the poor, and though It That Dodd's Kidney Pills will cure
Students of Morningslde College Have Situation in the East as Seen by the
Bright's Diseas. Remarkable case
robbed
them of their substance. It en'
New York Sun.
Fun with Professors.
of George J. Barber Quick recovabled them, they say, to forget that
The peace of a hemisphere is in
ery after years of suffering.
Students at Morningside college,
they were poor, or at least to hope
So far,
Sioux City, introduced an unexpected the hands of the Japanese.
they would not be so poor alwa .'.1.
Estherville, Iowa, Jan. 23d. (Spethat
athletic number at a recent reception. they have won an honorable and a
One woman she worked in a cigar cial) The experience of Mr. George-J- .
They surrounded, captured and one by magnificent victory, an achievement
factory and earned 50 cents a day
Barber, a well known citizen of this
g
I,
stripping tobacco told me that she place, justifies his friends in making
one tossed in a blanket six members which is, or very soon will be,
in its effect. When they took
world
had bought a lottery ticket, which the announcement to
of the faculty. Prof. Garver of the
the
W'í
costs 20 cents, every month, ever "Bright's Disease can be cured." Mr.'
English department was easy and Port Arthur some years ago from
since she was a little girl, and that al- Barber had kidney trouble and it debut Prof. Van Horn of China, occupied it and proceeded to
victhough she had never won anything veloped into Bright's Disease.
mathematics was once quarter back enjoy the fruits of their well-wo- n
tory, it was snatched from them by the
she would begin buying them
it with Dodd's Kidney Pills-anon a Johns Hopkins team and he
civilized bullies of Europe. Individuy
as
times,
he is a well man. In an
if she could.
several
line
smashed the
"And while I was waiting for the interview he says:
well as three noses, before he was als can be inglorious and contemptible, but nations can outdo them; and
drawing to take place," she said, "1
"I can't say too much for Dodd's
tossed. Dr. Campbell,
if Russia Is now bitterly expiating her
decould always hope that I was going Kidney Pills. I had Kidney Disease
Greek
the
of
and Prof. Kantlener
Typical Dray.
to win a prize. Now I cant even hope. for fifteen years and though I doctorpartment were easily managed. The share in the infamy that was then visupon Japan she is only reaping
(Santiago.)
Isn't it worth 20 cents a month to be ed for it with the best doctors here
faculty is trying to decide whether ited
as she has sown and as she richly deand in Chicago, it developed Into
able to hope?"
the guilty ones should be disciplined
one
In
the
a
cities
about
hammock.
Bright's Disease. Then I started to
or the whole thing passed as a jjke. serves. We need hardly observe that seldom sees a hammock at all, but
chapter in history will never be
use Dodd's Kidney Pills and two boxes
Family
of
Ties.
Strength
Prof. Van Horn, who fought fifteen that
repeated, not even if all the powers in the Cuban peasant or guajiro, as he
The family tie is very strong in cured me completely. I think Dodd's
minutes before he could be put on Europe
is called frequently uses a hammock
to
sought
participate
In
it.
hurt,
considerably
Cuba.
Even the poor extend the Kidney Pills are the best in the
the blanket, was
We hope now for peace, and fa. last- to sleep in at night. When he gets scanty aid they can to relatives more world."
but declares he doesn't think it ought ing peace.
up
up
and
in the morning he rolls it
There has been nothing In
A remedy that will cure Bright's
to be the occasion for disciplinary
unfortunate than themselves. I reRussia's conduct of the war by sea or puts it away out of sight.
"
will cure any other form of
Disease
illustrates
member an incident that
measures.
land, not even excepting . Stoessel'i , The great majority of Cubans are this
Dodd's Kidney Pilla
Kidney
Disease.'
a
of Cuban character. At
glorious resistance at Port Arthui, engaged in agricultural pursuits and coast trait
never fail to cure Bright's Disease.
poor
shoemaker
I
saw
INDUSTRY
town
a
MUCH
OF
MAN
farwhich leads us to believe that her fur- nature is very kind to the Cuban
whose widowed sister had recently
ther
resistance to the arms of Japan mer. He does not have to work as
Lifting by Magnetism.
Gen. Harries One of the Busiest of can be seriously or usefully protract- hard as does the farmer of our own died in another town, leaving two lithad
mayor
town
lifting
of massive iron and steel
the
girls.
of
The
tle
The
Washingtonians.
support
himself
to
country
in order
ed. There must be an end, and it
weighing
four, six and twelve
plates,
him
telling
to
shoemaker
written
the
One of the busiest men in Washing were , better, perhaps, that the end and family. Someone has said of this
tons, by magnetism Is now done every
ton these days is Gen. Harries, who came in Manchuria than in St. Peters- fertile island: "Tickle the land with that it had been the mother's wish workday in a number of large steel
runs the electric light plant that fur burg or Moscow. If there is delay the a hoe and it laugfis witn a harvest." that he should take the children under
magnets are suspended by
protection, but that if he did not works. The cranes and
pick up the
nished the soft coal smoke that blew end will come in the west first, and There is no unproductive season in his
chains from
additional
to
assume
this
feel
able
plates by simple contact and without
into the President's window in the then indeed Russia's sins will have Cuba. No necessity of providing for
had
whose
father
burden the children,
the loss of time consequent to the adwhite house and thereby caused the found her out and dire will be her fate. the future. The Cuban gathers a crop died in
the war, were entitled to the justment of chain and hooks in the
e
of corn in the winter in addition to the
President to explode with his
New York Sun.
crop he gathers in the Eummer: His protection of the asylum for soldiers' older method. It is also found that
letter. In addition to his dut(kitchen
garden yields its vegetables orphans. The large family that he had the metal plates can be lifted by the
plant,
lighting
ies as manager of the
Escaped Dilemma Neatly.
His cattle graze the year at home would be a severe tax on the magnets while still so hot that it
'perennially.
Harries has a "big hand in running one
Congressman J. Adam Bede of Min- ground on grass that is perpetually shoemaker's scanty means; but his would be impossible for the men to
of the street railway companies, is nesota, looks like a Scandinavian, but
handle them. A magnet weighing 300
If the uuoan tanes no mougm sense of duty and family pride were pounds will lift ,nearly five tons.
boss of the District militia, has a is not Nor can he talk in their na Jjgreen.
to
seaport
to
came
strong,
he
the
and
of
it is Decause ne uas
dozen other enterprises under his con- tive tongue to a citizen hailing from
because
regularly
arrested
is
trol and
"the land of the midnight sun." Theresmoke nuisance. "By fore he was rather embarrassed while
of hi3
A
the way, George," said a friend who campaigning last fall on finding himheld up the Harries automobile on a self face to face with an audience
LAY HELPLESS AND SPEECHLESS
corner for a minute's talk, "I saw composed almost entirly of Swedes.
"Did Trying to find a way out of the diffiMrs. Harries this morning."
TOR H0UES AT A TIME.
you?" replied Harries. "I am so glad. culty, he asked how many of his hearSinking Spells, Headaches, Rheumatism,
I saw her myself about a week ago." ers were born in this country. Only
All Caused by Poor Blood Cured by
I
two hands went up. Mr. Bede felt
Dr. Williams' 1'Ink I'll Is.
Vermiform Appendix Not Useless.
dizzy, but braced up and asked : "How
Mrs. Williams was asked for
eminent
the
McEwen,
When
Sir William
many of you speak English?" All
some details of the. fearful illuess from
English surgeon, has lately made an hands went up, whereupon he sai
.which she had so loug suffered, she spoke
important addition to medical litera- with great dignity: "Of course, I
as follows :
ture in a lecture, taking the ground speak the Swedish tongue, but for to" Ever since I had nervous prostration,
t
that the appendix veriformis,, instead night I shall use the English, having
about thirteen years ago, I have had
of being a useless organ and a mystery prepared my address in that
periodical spells of complete exhaustion.
in the human anatomy, has a very iml.-- r.
Any excitement or unusunl activity
portant function in assisting digestion.
would throw me into a state of lifeless- It is, moreover, the chief habitat of a
Literature of Outdoors.
imss. Afc t,hr hnirinniiiir mv
which is most
certain
How country life is attracting a
Owoulfl come back in a modorate time,
effectively industrious in attacking im- greater number of Americans every
V
but the period of weakness kept lengthperfectly assimilated nourishment, and year is shown in no clearer way than
ening until at last I would lie helpless
If used solely as a med.um for the cul- by the increase in periodicals devoted
as mauy as three hours at a stretch." '
tivation of these bacteria it should be to its various phases. As to books on
4
" You were under medical treatment,
parted with only as a last recourse to topics of this kind, each season brings
of course? '
save life.
them In greater numbers, until it
" Yes, when I became so bad that I
seems as if the whole population must
Old Egyptian Wooden Plow, Still Used by Poor Cubans.
to give up my housework, iu May of
had
Death.
in
Race
With
country
to the
Authors
be interested in the
Gen. Lew Wallace, writing his auto extent of buying books and periodicals
and the day meet the children, who were coming 1903, I was being treated for kidney
earned that
trouble, and later the doctor thought my
biography in a race with death, re on the subject. The easterner is told after and all days will be as yesterday by the boat.
difficulties came from change of life. I
minds one of others who have set by one writer how to build a log cabin, and
I saw the meeting between the little
ha'd dizzy
themselves some task and fulfilled it and by another how to run a duck
girls and their uncle. The children, was not only weak,of but I
feelings, palpitation
the heart, misery
in spite of seemingly unsurmountable farm on a pond. Mountain cottages, Peasants' Wants Are Few.
two little figures in rusty black, were
headobstacles. There was, Grant, who fin- lake cottages, forest cottages, are deThe Cuban peasant has never seated on a pile of lumber on the low- after eating, hot flashes, nervous
ished the memoirs that were to pro scribed in a manner that makes the learned to read and has therefore no er deck, the elder a girl of perhaps aches, rheumatio pains iu the back and
The doctor did me so little good
vide for his wife's comfort four days reader long to abandon the
desire for money to purchase books or 10 years of age feeding the younger hips. gave
up his treatment, an.í really
before his death; Scott, wno worked
fiat for a breezy country home with periodicals, his craving for art Is sat- with some boiled rice that they had that I
fourteen hours a day to free himself chinks between the logs and holes in isfied by a gaudy patent medicine cal- brought with them on their journey. feared that my case was incurable."
" What saved yon from your state of
from debt; Heine, depending on poems the roof.
endar, and when his soul yearns for They were pointed out to their uncle,
hopelessness?"
to give him brief surcease from physimusic he makes it himself on an who had never before seen them. He
"Iu July of 1903 I had a very bad
cal aconv. and Finsen. the Danish pro
empty olive keg covered with a deer walked over to where they were seatSenator Knox's Kind Deed.
spell, and my husbaud came in oue day
,
artificially
an
with
gourd
fessor, lying on his back and writing
a
Phi-on
skin, or
When United States Senator
ed and said:
with a little book which told of remarkwhen
which
surface,
articles on his own diseases.
lander C. Knox purchased the fins roughened
"Are you the children of
able cures effected by a remedy for the
farm on which he now resides at Val- scraped with a steel wire gives forth (mentioning the mother's name)?"
bloodand the nerves, Dr. Williams' Pink
Congressional Modesty.
ley Forge he engaged In the milk busi- a sound similar to that produced by
"Yes, sir," the elder of the two girls Pills. He bought a box for me, and
Conown,
a
his
picket
along
modesty
all
rapidly
a
a
With
lath
ness, supplying his neighbors. Miss drawing
replied.
that was the beginning of my return to
gressman "Birdie" Adams of Penn- Frederick, daughter of Dr. Charles fence.
"I am your uncle," said the shoe- health. My appetite grew keen, my food
'
sylvania furnished for the congresThe family of the Cuban farmer is maker.
Frederick, who resides about a mile
no longer distressed me, iny nerves were
sional directory a biography of him- from the Knox farm, had been supply- often numerous, but his household exquieted, and my strength began to
arose
a
word
without
girl
little
The
he
sentence:
itself
house
appears
The
the
few.
self in which
ing the villages of Valley Forge, but penses are
congress, as acting when placed in competition with the built with his own hands and palm and, taking the man's rough hand in
"In the fifty-fift"How long did you take this remedy?"
reverently to her lips.
chairman of the committee on for- senator's herd the customers t Miss trees furnished nearly all of the ma- hers, raised it
younger
to
"For two months only. At the end
the
motioned
she
Then
No
conconstruction.
reported,
its
used
in
eign affairs, Mr. Adams
Frederick began to fall oft. When it terial
of that time I had regained my health
as
silently
who,
as
other,
the
girl,
erectemployed
in
was
ducted through the house and had came to the ears of Senator Knox saw or hammer
lips to
hand of this and cheerfulness, and my friends say
charge of, in conference with the sen- that he had as a competitor the pretty ing it. The posts and roles used in pressed her although the
a stranger, was that I am looking better than I have
who,
man,
house
the
framework
making
ci
the
draftcountry
resolutions,
physiand
aged
Cuban
daughter of the
ate, the
done for the past fifteen years."
yet of their blood.
Mrs. Lizzie Williams is now living at
ed, introduced, reported and passed cian he proceeded to dispose of his were chopped into shape with a maby
on
show
together
stout
no
of
affection
was
There
No. 416 Cedar street. Quincy, Illinois.
through the house of representatives
cows, and since that time Miss Fred- chete and bound
in .one hour the declaration of war erick has han an undisputed monopoly vines that grow wild in the woods. either side. The little drama that was The pills which she praises so highly,
The roof is thatched with palm leaves. being played had for its motive not cure all diseases that come from imagainst Spain."
of the milk trade of Valley Forge.
poverished blood. If your system is all
The sides are covered with strips of love, but duty.
run down, Dr. Williams' Pink Iills are
yagua, a tough pellicle that binds the
Net His Move.
Great Preacher's Poor Sermon.
the very best remedy to take. Any drugDr. Zukeriort. the celebrated chess
Thomas Beecher, some years ago, in leaves of the royal palm to the trunk
gist can supply them.
Every Girl Is.
is
floar,
a
tree.
there
When
one
concerning
his
brothin
streei.
walking
the
of
the
a lecture related
player, was
told me that you paid
Brown
"Miss
made-ois
it
the
often,
renot
is
er, the great Henry Wird Beecher: "I which
day when an idea struck him with
A woman's favorite writer g a hushor such a charming compliment the band
who is capable of writing checks.
gard to a certain chess onening, and went to hear my brother preach one hard outer shell of the royal palm
Co'ddington
Mrs.
evening,"
said
other
he began carefully to think it out Sabbath morning, and Henry invited split into narrow strips.
"something
about
her
husband
Bills for fuel or ice do not erter Into to her
with a view to playing It in his next me to dine with him. As we were
being pretty. The poor girl was so
walking leisurely toward his home, I the economy of the Cuban farmer's
game with th,e equally
pleased. I don't see how ycu men can
player, Mr. Steinitz. Lost in thought, said to him. 'Henry, there was not household. The suit of cotton cloth be so untruthful."
serves
him
July
in
also
in
wears
"It takes one out of himyour
In
thought
sermon
he
a
for
very
street
much
he rtood at the corner of
you'd know by this
think
should
"I
In
prefwears
a
belt
He
December.
this morning.' He playfully replied,
a long lime until a policeman, sustime that I'm never untruthful," said self and makes him forget
pecting him, went up and told him to 'That is the reason I screamed so. But, erence to suspenders, and he refuses Mr. Coddington, reproachfully. "I said
!"
himself
move on. "Beg pardon." replied the Thomas, I have just as good a right to tuck his shirt Into his trousers, but
was just as pretty as she could
she
a
Cuban
The
kimono.
like
it
wears
any
as
poor
sermon
a
other
little doctor absently, without looking to preach
"What a comfort!"
peasant is superstitious and he will be, and so she was." Stray Stories.
up, "it's your move."
man in this world.'"
Self-heatin-g

epoch-makin-

.'

good-nature-

factory to the company as well as the
subscriber, for many reasons.
In this case the subscriber often desires to keep his count of the messages
to compare with that presented by the
company in its bill. In the accompanying cut there is shown a mechanical device which is being placed on
the market as a means of dispensing
with the pencil and paper system of
keeping tabs on the messages which
have been transmitted over the instrument. The device and the method of its application are clearly shown
in the accompanying cut. The register is locked up when the receiver
Is taken from the hook, so that it cannot be accidentally run up while the
connection is made. When the call
has been completed and the receiver
replaced the lever of the register is
pressed down until the bell rings.
At the end of the period for which
the bill is rendered the indicators of
the device may be turned back to the
Starting point if desired.

t,

auti-smok-

Has Potato Vine in Cellar,
When Charles H. Ballard of Oxford
put his potatoes in the cellar last fall
some of them got buried in the dirt.
Mr. Ballard recently went into the
cellar to sort over the potatoes and
.'ound some flourishing vines. He pulled up some of them and found potatoes as large as a hen's egg. He says
the Ballard family are now eating new
potatoes and they say they are as
good as potatoes dug in the' field in
August.
Big Price for Old Bible.
The great Latin Psalter of Fust and
Schoeffer is printed upon 150 leaves of
vellum. It is in large Gothic characters, with the rubric and musical notations. The volume is bound in con
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Page From Latin Psalter of 1459.
temporary monastic binding in pigskins, with oaken boards and metal
clasps. Only twelve copies are known
to exist, and it is believed that only
twenty were printed. Four thousand
pounds sterling was paid for this treasure by Herr Baer, the German bookseller, who purchased it on behalf ol
his firm, Messrs. Joseph Baer & Co.,
Frankfort-on-the-Main-

.
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Kittens.
Tenn., are
amused at a 6trange display of affection displayed by an ordinar7 barnyard hen for a litter of newborn
At the home of Squire X. W.
Perkins the hen left her nest and on
She took
return found four kitten-:- .
charge of the nest, as though the kittens were "not there, evidently imagining the kittens were eggs. Later on
to the
Mr. Perkins was attracted
scene by a terrific fight being waged
by the hen and the mother of the
The hen was holding possession of the nest when Perkins Inter
and restored the kittens to their
mother.
Hen Cares for Young
Citizens of McKenzie,

kit-ter-

kit-ter-

New Yorkers Carry Pistols.
single policeman in Xew York
city, W. A. Miller, has in two years'
time turned over to the rity 21S rs-to!taken from the mea who were
illegally carry irg them.
A
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SLAUGHTER Hi ST. PETERSBURG
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RECALLS FRENCH REVOLUTION
Following Is a resume of the awful events of Sunday, January 22d, which
rival the worst scenes of the French Revolution:
11:00 a. m. 100.000 workmen crowd every avenue to the palace to present a petition to the Emperor.
12 noon Whole city of St. Petersburg placed under martial law, with
Prince Vasilchikoff In command of 50,000 troops.
,
1:30 p. m. Horse guards charged people on the Moika avenue leading to
the Czar's palace. Ten killed and hundreds wounded.
2 p. m. Emperor's guard at the Moscow gate fired on strikers who clam
ored to see the Czar in the garden back of the Winter palace, Over 100 strik- ers shot dead. Hundreds wounded.
2:15 p. m. Morskaia approach to the Emperor's palace cleared by
'
i;
,
Scores wounded.
2:50 p. m. Narva gate to the Emperor's garden choked with seventy-fiv- e
dead bodies after a charge by royal guards. Leader Gopon, bearing a cross in
.,
the lead, was not fired upon.
10 p. m. Troops tear down strikers' barricade on Vassillostrov island and
leave fifty dead and dying in the street. The-- mob broke the cordon and entered Nevsky prospect, and are now marching in the direction of the Moscow
railroad station, smashing property. The mob is gathering In front of the
AnitchkeK palace, Grand Duke Sergius Alexandrovitch's residence. The hospitals are filled.
.... ' ,
Midnight Firing ceased, only desultory reports being heard.
.
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Warty Children frt Slckfy.
Mother Gray 'aS eet Powdersfor Children,
used by Mother Gray, a nurse in Uhüdreu'
Home, New York, cure t'everisrineaa, Head-achStomach Troubles, Teeming Disorders, Break up Colds and Destroy Worm.
At all DrurtKists',26c. Sample mailed FKEE.
Addres Alien S. Olmsted, Le Roy, K. Y.
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You can't be popular without
sionally laughing at a few
jokes.
moss-grow-

Endsliy,

O.

Vanbureti, Ind., Feb. 10,
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"Do you think Bangs ever fooled his
wife successfully?" "Í know ' it. He
married her."

TEA
i

Give a very naughty boy a
dainty cup of fine tea, and see
his face change gradually!
s
of the dignity we encounin our daily walks is merely bluff.

Two-third-

ter

Piso s Cure is the best medicine we ever used
for all attentions of the throat and lungs WM.

cos-sack-

Sé

occan

TEA

Insist on Getting It.
Some erocers say they don't keey
'.Defiance Starch. This is because they
have a stock on hand of other brand
containing only 12 oz is a package
which they won't be able to sell first,
because Defiance contains 16 oz. ton
the same money.
Do you want 16 or. instead of 12
for same money? Then buy Delianc
totarch. Requires no cooking.

o.

There is better tea than
you suspect; and yours is
probably worse than you suspect.
Whatsoever the foolish farmer sows,
shall the bunko man reap.

that

Truth is all right In its way, but
la often more satisfactory.

y

flat-ter-

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT
Take Lmail'o Uroinu liulului Tableta. All dm
rnlunU the money tf It falls to care.
u.
Gruve'a attfnaiure ia ou each bux.

Money talks, but that of a miser
doesn't make extravagant speeches.

THE DISCOVERER

Jan. 22. This has half of the infantry rested their rifles
been a day of unspeakable horror in on a barricade and volleyed, the othSt. Petersburg. The strikers-o- f yester- ers, demolished the obstruction and Of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
day, goaded to desperation by a day marched over tbe street, whieh was
Great Woman's Remedy for Woman's Ills.
of violence, fury and bloodshed, are then cumbered with fifty dead on
iii)aaaiiraBPiiaat.uiiii!i w itttmmmmmmmuumit
mrnmmmrnimmmm unji n
In a state of open insurrection aRainst wounded, lying on the snow crimsoned
government. A condition almost wiih human blood.
the
'
bordering on civil war exists in ihe
"The World
terror-strickel'fió
Russian capital,
Sensation at Paris.
'
o Medicine
face
city is under martial law. with
'A
,
23. The news of the
Paris.
.Jan.
I
S
Recognizes Grip
Vasilchikoff as commandtPftf orqf
Ü
guards. bloody events in St. Petersburg has
Emperor's
the
of
ewek
T-- ?
as Epidemic
t
VV
if
a profound sensation here. The
'
Troops are bivouacking In the streets newspapers
and at various places oh the throughout published special editions
the evening giving draNevsky prospect, the main thoroughfare of the city. On the island of .Vas- matic details of the street- - fighting,
sillostrov and in the Industrial sec- and these were eagerly read and distions infuriated men "have, thrown up cussed in the boulevards, at the thea
barracks which they are hólding. The ters and in other public places,
being the universal subject of
Empress Dowager has hastily sought
"
..w
where Em- comment., .. .
safety at Tsarkoe-Selo- ,
The Temps' St. Petersburg corresperor Nicholas II. is living.
Peruna, which I did and was immediLi Grippe is Epidemic Catarrh.
Minister of the Interior Sviatopolk-Mirsk- pondent last night makes graphic comspares no class or nationality The ately benefited and cured.. The third
presented to his majesty last parison between the position of EmIT cultured
and the ignorant, the aris- bottle completed the cure." H. J. Goss. night the invitation of the workmen to peror Nicholas II. and King Louis XVI.
tocrat and the pauper, the masses and
appear at the winter palace this after on the eve of. the reign of terror.
Cured In a Few Weeks.
the classes are alike subject to la grippe.
noon and receive their petition, but After, a careful analysis of the situaOpera
Cowgill,
Griswold
Jean
Miss
None are exempt all Rre liable.
already tion the correspondent concludes that
Emperor's
advisers
N. Y., is the leading lady the
House,
Troy,
Grip is well named. The original with the Aubrey Stock Co. She writes had taken a decision
to show most of the military forces of Russia
French term, la grippe, has been shorta firm hand and resolute front, wiil remain loyal to the Emperor, alfollowing:
though he foresees prospects of some
0
ened by the busy American to read the"During' the past winter of 1901, I and the Emperor's answer to
of the artillery regiments playing the
to
their
trying
make
workmen
severe
weeks
a
from
for several
same role that the regiment of the
Without intending to do" so, a new suffered
attack of grip, which left a serious way to the palace square was a solid
word has been coined that exactly catarrhal
array of troops, who met them with French guards took on the fall of the
oí
and
condition
the
throat
As
if some hideous
describes the case.
'
rifle, bayonet and saber. The priest, bastile iat the French revolution. He
.
giant with awful grip had clutched us head.
As a Gopon, the leader and idol of the men, also points out that' Emperor Nichosuggested
Peruna.
one
"Some
in its fatal clasp.
after wasting much time In his golden vestment, holding aloft las' withdrawal to the Tsarskoe-SelMen, women, children, whole towns last resort, on
physicians, I tried the the cross and marching at the head palace also increases the fury of the
money
and
and cities are caught in the baneful remedy faithfully, and in a few weeks of thousands of workmen through the mob.
...
grip of a terrible monster.
The Socialist journals do not disgate, miraculously escaped a
Narva
as
was
as
vowgiu.
ever."
Jean
well
Have you the grip? Or, rather, has
volley which laid low a half a hundred guise a strong eefitiment in favor of
the grip got you.? If so, read the fol,
Sivd by
the people, and of indignation against
persons.
lowing letters.
TJon. James R. Guill is one of the oldthe course of the government.
number
of
figures
total
the
The
These testimonials speak for them- est and most esteemed men of Omaha, killed or wounded here, at the Mosselves as to the efficacy of Peruna in Neb. He has done much to make it what cow gate, at various bridges and
Comment of London Papers.
cases of la grippe or its
it is, serving on puMié boards a number Islands and at the winter palace, vary.
Jan. 22. Such phrases as
London,
A Southern Judge Cured.
of times. lie endorses Peruna in the The best estimate is BOO, although these,
extracted from editorial articles
--i
' - iiimi ii iTir" iiiiiT'a;aiiiMaiiíaft iiiji JaaiiiiiiaMiii iiTibrii i f iian.tla-Mii-rtt n
tin
Judge Horatio J. Goss, Hart well, Ga., following word's :. í
there aré exaggerated figures placing in the London morning newspapers, '
"I am 68 years bid, am hale and the number as high as 5,000. Many sufficiently indicate, .the opinion held
No other female medicine in the world has received such widespread and'
writes:
. "Some five or six years ago I had a hearty and Peruna has helped me attain
nnqualified endorsement.
men were accompanied by their wives here of yesterday's events In St. PeNo other medicine has such a record of cures of female troubles or auclv
Tjery severe spell of grip which left me it. Two years ago I had, la grippe my and children, and in the confusion, tersburg:
,
life was dispaired of.., Peruna saved which left no time for discrimination,
with systemic catarrh.
hosts of grateful friends as has
quelled
has
been
"Revolt
revolubut
"A friend advised me to try your me." J. II. Guill.
the latter shared the fate of the men. tion begun."
Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound.
The troops, with the exception of a
"The bureaucracy has declared its
Chinese Preserved Eggs.
declares them one of, the choicest deli- single regiment, which is reported to
entirely
will
It
the
cure
worst
forms
of Female Complaints, all OvarfafJ
A German epicure comes to the res- cacies he has ever eaten. He thinks, have thrown down its arms, remained policy; it is the policy of Blagovest-chen- k Troubles, Inflammation and Ulceration. Falling and Displacement of tno
massacre."
cue of the Chiueee in regard to their there are no better cooka in the world loyal and obeyed" orders. But the
AA'Omb, and consequent Spinal Weakness, and is peculiarly adapted to tha
"The inevitable reaction ha begun, Change of Life.
alleged habit of eating rotten eggs. than the Chinese. When he. went to blood which crimsoned the snow has
with
and
a
chapter
in
it uot
Russia's
The eggs, he says, are simply pre- live among them his friends predicted
It has cured more cases of Backache and Leucorrhrea than any other rembrains and passions of the history, and probably
also in the
served in lime until they get a consis- he would starve, but he had a good fired theand
edy the world has ever known. It is almost infallible iu such cases. It
as
as
well
women
turned
strikers
of
Europe
tency like that of hard butter, and time and gained weight more than he
and Asia."
dissolves and expela tumors from the Uterus in an early sta;e of demen into wild beasts, and the cry of
The revolution in Russia has rethey taste somewhat like lobster. He wanted ta
velopment.
the infuriated populace is for ven- ceived its baptism of blood, its crown
Irregular, Suppressed or Painful Menstruation, Weakness of the Stomach,
geance.
of martyrdom."
Indigestión, Bioatiiif, Flooding, Nervous Prostration. Headache, General DebilThe sympat hy 'of the middle classes
"Is there a Mirabeau or even a Dan-to- n ity quickly yield to it. Womb troubles, causing pain, weight Bnd backache, inIs1 with the workmen.
in Russia
stantly relieved and permanently cured by its use. L'nder all circumstances it
If Father Gopon, the master mind
"A very grave. responsibility lies toinvigorates the female system, and is as harmless as water.
of the movement, aimed at open revo day at the door of the Czar, who has
Feeling, extreme lassitude, " don t
it quick-i- removes that lieanng-dovvlution, he managed the affair like a railed to grasp his unique opportunity."
" feeling, excitability, irritability, nervouscare" and '
genius to break the faith of the people
"The .'Little Father' has become the ness. Dizziness, Faintness, sleeplessness, flatulency, melancholy or the " blues"
in the "Little Father,-- who they were murderer of his people and it remains
and headache. ' These are sure indications of Female Weakness, or some deGopon
whom
Father
convinced and
rangement of the Uterus, which this medicine always cures. Kidney Complaint
with him to'save the country from dishad taught theiii to believe would aster. Even at the eleventh hour he and Backache, of either sex, the Vegetable Compound always cures
wrongs
and redress their may do so, but only by recognizing that
right their
Those women who refuse to accept anything else are rewarded a hundred
grievances.
thousand times, for they get what they want a cure. Sold by Druggist
autocracy has gone forever."
Toward 8 o clock In the evening the
everywhere. Refuse all substitutes.
crowds, exhausted, began to disperse,
Revolt in the Caucasus.
leaving the military in possession. As
Victoria, B. C, Jan. 23. Captain fir-Iathey retreated up the Nevsky prospect
Culien, representative of the Imthe workmen put out all the lights.
MEXICAN
The little chapel at the Narva gate perial Marine Association of Tokio, received a cablegram from Constantinwas wrecked.
ffRirnnmaKprn'
Rl ArVVlHITU'
Rupnli,
DLHUhoml f CO "n!
to the effect that 1,500 CirwhnlesHle nnrl retail.
On the Kaminostov island all the ople
Himlwurg & Iron u.. I."th
H'a?f. Invr.
cassians had revolted and killed the
lights were extinguished.
ia a positive cure for Piies.
Every officer wearing the uniform of Russian guard numbering 200 at SlavSTOVE HEPAIKS of every known rnakar
the Emporer who was found alone was ing in the Caucasus,' and tkat Russians
Tullen, 13.11 Lawrence, Denver. Phone 723.
mobbed. A general was killed on the and Turks in large numbers were
officers
dozen
crossing
a
and
bridge
AllKMDIlu ! iwroll,
WF aa.VB-l-Vthe
Nicholas
frontier into the Caucasus
nFVFIflP
tin.)
f
were seized, stripped of their epau to spread revolution in Tlflis province.
rli.oto Sqpply Co., 1 AHA
City
swords.
deprived
of
Tifils
their
is practically in a state of
lets and
ALWAYS
bl cka f rouj Uijlnrr
By midnight the sound of firing had siege, he said, and communication is
COLUMBIA HOTEL 3Imijot,
up liiU St.
ceased except on Vassiliostrov island, had only by dispatch bearers."--'
a r rlrnr I lan.
CALL FOR A CIGAR
P tm ' B" '
'tt
where the troops met a renewed dem- . The Armenian Hunchigist Society at
BY ITS NAME
onstration "with several volleys, In tbe Constantinople has issued a proclamabhOvvN PALACE HOTfc L.An':;
meantime the strike leaders assem- tion calling on all Armenians to assist
Kiironn .Inn. $ I .AO nnd npwitrd.
bled and decided to continue the the revolutionists and. numbers of Arstruggle with arms. No day was fixed menians continue to cross the frontier
The to assist the Kurds, Armenians and
for the next demonstration.
strikers are so excited, however, that Circassians beleaguering Tifiis.
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Washington,
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"Beloved Associates We have no
school' for negroes," has an opAlexander Hilton, formerly general and
gentleman, is also Emperor. Innocent blood lies between
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BitablUhed 1b Color a do, 1866. Samples by mall of
passenger agent of the Frisco system, widely known as a successful and mas- him and the people. Now begins the tion on 150 acres of land about five
prca will receite prompt and careful attention1
and prior to that, assistant general ter railroader, respected in business people's struggle for freedom. May it miles from Montgomery and it is said
"Largaat 8.11er la tha Worlo.."
Gold & Silver Bullion
"uhTsVST
passenger agent of the Kansas City, for sagacity and fairness. Aa a pas- prosper? My blessing upon you nil. he will establish thereon a school
farm or experimental station for neConcentration Tests-- 100
Fort Scott and Memphis railway (now senger traffic man he has been widely vTould I might be with you
groes.
1136-173- 3
Lawrence
Colo
absorbed by the Frisco), has been ad- known and Justly popular. During the but I have too much to do."
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a
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OGDEN ASSAY CO.,
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ton, besides being a broad, intellectual Bryan Snyder.
Press was present when the first barri- him not to consummate the purchase.
were constructed on Vassilios- This petition, bas been forwarded to
cades
Keep your temper If It Is good, and
him. Many of Montgomery's mos
A vicious little dog that had been trov island, where the fighting ocCENTRAL
don't lose It if It Is bad.
trained to "say his prayers" was aptly curred later resulting in the killing of prominent citizens live in the vicinity.
described as a "holy terrier."
"thirty of the defenders of the barrit
Stock Brandt.
cades.
.
tha atandanl after 49 years'
Denver, Jan, 23. The executive comKnta1Iifllied I 8 7. Oldest, luiKtft and moat
At first none of the leaders seemed
test. They always produce
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Armuo Seno ,
Comertiants
El sábado pasado, 3.1 de, estelo
juraron iino.r.etornp vate liara del
Ofrece al publico, un completo- y vaiiada surtido de .comestibles
aliar, 'a nipdeeta y ei.iupátwa Srita
efectos secos e Ja mejor calidad y a precios &aratisimo.
V'jictoriaiiíi jüacay.tjl
meriidakle
Zapatos, catLsas, lanillas y toda el surÍáo,en ropa y artefactos de
jo,ven BilljSau.tiste.v.a.ii, la primeca
y
agricyltur, ofrezco a psecios que no necesitan comprados en Taos.
luja, del íinadp José vG.udUie K
Háganme unvi.síta y quedaran satisfechos.
ca jfil segnudp hijo (Jedon Jgna5Íí
ísatistevan., ajtibai familias .residentes de eíf,a,d6 Taqs.
Apadr.inároji.til.acto.4 Sr.. Laureano
M,are3 y .esposa dofia Carlota.
,I,a, concurrencia, ,ue por .cierto
ué numerosa y escogida y w don
d.e. asistió lo mas selecto de ,1 ..sacie
sc
nnycnii
4ad Tanseña, fué obsequiada .con
,an elegante Lunch, .en donde flb.un
daban ricos manjares exquisitos
.y licores.
calLe del pueblo.
Que la diclia se .constare
Ojírece al público de Taos un completo y fresco surtido de toda clase de
de la joven pareja Bao nues- utvrnes, uno de ret,rneip, marruno, cUotizos, pollos y gullinsí de la tierra
Vaysu proVjerla, íxd sus compran. Buen trato v limpieza.
tros fervientes deseoB.

en

A. B. TRU JILLO.

MAR ROYO SECO N, M.

Y PERSONAL
LLhon. Al'-- Gisu'oif, fue escogí'1
opqr Jos Ccrnwionado,, cotr.o ti
presidente de este importante, cuer-

do.
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a formar parte

en
joven
ti
cajista,
como.

e nos i" ort.i, que nuestro

ap-

don Antonio.C Tac
A myo Seco, se .halla en
beca,
victinia.vlj un res.
,el leclu del
recia':: le
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jfrjq.
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rti)itc, '('ida es

i'hon. Antonio
.A r
y

:cp. se
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..halria

Trujillode
enferma y ,dt

gravedad,

El srtlvo y rico comerciante de ios
la plaza el miércoles
. Mr
..C PvQlery .esposa, partic
onel íaaes.para Van Ilonten, New

e'tcios en

Mex ,e;i dotv4a hwrau su nueva res.)
dencia nor al'ui tiempo. Kl hotel
Jo irritaron eiv;cntrato por un afio,
,

cora.-pafier-

II r A Urayon.

honorable Jo.sc M M dina, fut
.debidaioeu.te calif cado y iráipenta- o para el oficio ,de Tesorero de
gondado, ,ej pwíes, fe,cibiendo ensc
uidala olicinaque hí eptrefiP don
$.amoa Saacljes.
1

Cusc,
J,a famosa tienda de
reci
ha
(Co,es.ta
plaza,
Me
prtljy
?
5
vagorie!-4a
semana
ido durante
ísercanciaspor lo que ha ocasio
ad( grap trafico d,e tfejefos eptrt
geryiljeía y Taos.
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Una Cura
Científica por
El Dr. Cook,

- - -

.

U.pa do

las mejores .operaeponea

N. M.

TAOS.

Nüeva Cantina
Q.

Tomas Hartt y Antonio Romer

o.
médicp cieintifica8.que,e
ja íarera
HKjdica se ían llevado .a 4cto .ejci
ESTABLECIDA EN EL BLOCK BARRON
Tps, ,es sin ,d,uda iirínguna la ,efe
PLAZA PARQUE
tua4a.e.I .domingo ante padoj mr
Sí Suplios la yroteción de los tpigo y pírhho
el cii.ijtí.f;ico Doctor Cook, ,en Ja per
?
SE TkATA A TODOS COMO AMI005.
sona deí joven Atnt
Jpseph 4e
finos ú Ulereado, lo iuibiuo vino (fjtrai
üjp Cal.tOj quien se hallaba en Se irve y jemle loa licores m
las puertas .de la muerte, yíctim,a.de ge.rqs y del pirf,
ÚiL AeS etc.
una .inflamación que se había ya
Colacióo Ubre prn los parroq (Hunos.
cunvertido en Empyema ,J tía njpa
gran cantidad de .maiteria signada en
Propietarios.
la cavidad plural de bu cuerpo y
ÍÍAE&ON CLOCK TAOS MN EX.
que á no haber eido la bien acertada y científica operaci
que ,el ha
A 1$,
bilísiino Doctor Cook le efectuó, di
ficihnenteel jVpven Joseph existiría
Lawyer
Comercianteea ffectos secos t aísarrole
l.iyy; pues el jabado
Prompt attentíoa to sá buslne
vísperas de la operación, la Empy.
ema le e8.a,a.l)ga;iJ por iuoinen Intrusted to my care.
Pueden ahorrar todos los vecin
tos.
TAOSN, M.
fecldentcs de Río Chiquito, (Talp
Según nos comunica donjuán C
el vuie y dinero comprando a m
XDr
Joseph, padre del enfermo, la roa
tienda.
teria y sangre insana que el doctor
Anuncia que ha abierto su ofiii
Tengo todo el tiempo, todo el su
sacó eu la operación fué eccesjva y am ia
la practica de medicina
tldo completo en efectos secos y c
casa de Don Nerk mestibles que doy tan barato com
que el enfermo se halla ya casi res qoirugU en
al norte da la plnzu.
Gómez,
tableciJo.
en Us mejores tiendas de Taos.
N Métieo
Taoa
El doctor Cook ha búJ o objeto de
Compro, cueros, y salsas y pn
ovaciones y felic.i.tacioes, tanto por
ductos de) paisparte de la familia del paciente co
N
mo por las familias lausenas que

$

Hartt y Romero
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De ahora en adelante sstarenjos recibiendo nuestros efectos de Prí
niayera y Verano y, .siendo iweneter de hacer lugar ofrecemos todo
nuestros efectos de Invierno a corto y Jete.
Civeros de lana, de terciopelo. le lanilla.
Monteras, tápalos de lana, capas levas de sefioras y Dos, Ropa d
ibrígo, Medias de lana. Cortes de enagua, todo al costo.
Nuestro surtido de aba r rotea esta completo a precios al tanto de cu
dquiera obra asa en el valle Tciie.no Fríjol mejicano de
Jan Luis Colo.él único lugar donde se encuentra en e valle.
Tenemos uun liea completa de raedwdnas para toda ectermedjMk".
En iin; lleramo
mas selecta surtido en ej valle ite Taos todo eseojidi
n gusto exquisito.
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Í3ECCICTN DE SASTRERIA
rn caballero y niños. Prdeus, gabanes, cu
ites. Mackferlans, sueros. Sombreros para sefioras y nifias, de akorion
iaa. Sombreros para caballeros y nidos.
Zapatería, Bowbrerería,
Géneros d punto, y Sombrillas, Coralsena
mercería, pfriumerf. Bisuterin, guanterU, Joyerh, lteloiuia, Efsetos dt
asen torio. úb.8, crisuni y porcelana, juguetes y artículos fle piel. Mueüie.
cW totas clase, ídjutos para regalo.
Tambie nos ha ILegaJo un gran surtido de baratos Anos y comentes
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honorable Jlanion Sanchez
después de hader ejtregado la o
difícil Ciura, (iue
pre8e,nciároq
t& coi todos sus (Utensilio y lb,ros
muchas no
con
otras
acompañada
sy predecesor Jose M Mediría
han
La
PeJ"ías,cp'
hecho,
menos
difíciles
que
el
pártio para su hoga.r de
conquistado para el doctor Cook el
p;iercQles.
honroso título 4 Btif el primero y
1H
t f t
'fctill doinii uuüiness tt lúe MUi'
mejor doctor que tiene Taos.
&
JUa cantina de los señores Jfartt
old
stand"
florero, qu.e anjte.s se hallaba sjtua ia lloviste fambieu desea feJici
low as ever:
Prices
ajEijel aflü'guo garrón JJlock, st tarU? por fan científica cura, fruto
M.
traslado el Junes, et) ej edifico que de Jos constantes estudios y pfcti
M fij (Q fS
Tau
antjes se hallajba la cautna de los ca medical, conque la sociedad
señores fooler y ifar.es, Ja que se sefia Je favorecido, y como que fie
MAItTIN,
había errado dos rieses pasaflos, ne la pnkt?ca casi total del co)Ja.
Hedico y Cirujano
do y 4
palos famdjas,
a9
zamjpador pura pensiones de lot
Pamps la$ gracias a las compa que ya han entendido que no pn.e; listados. Unidos.
rjjas ferroAarrileras Penyer aud fijo .(fon ocupar doctores que se ocupen
Taos, Nuevo Méjico.
de Col.ora,do,por (a jri,edjciua, política, piiredosy cjjjs
grafldej y C.
4 respcciyo$ pasgs anuales pon mes y lo que el njoctor Cook jaipás
0- fjue se dignaron remitirnos. Recono so ha f jsto ocuparse ,en nada
feo7i)s (ai yaluable pbsequfo.
eso, tnás qi) consagrar su tiempo
t
4isfii)ciojj..
á la ujencia y en 1 lügar del sufrí
miento ageno.
ARROYO SECO N. M.
f foy Jjabra los diversiones cfl esa
da A Beutlep,
plaza; a launa deja tarde famosa EL JIEMEPJO PE CHAMJJKR
Barbería
Taoa, New Mexico,
ES
PARA
TOS
EL
LAIN
LA
caballp
caballos.
de
El
jarrera de.
MEJOJi HECHO
$3R) RsqgiyeJ ys e caballo colora
Ofrawüle nuvvo, a tu pajeros
o dpi JPueblo, con mas que mil pe- EN mi opíniou el remedio de CJ)m amigos y parroijuianos as sprviciog
sos de apuesta, pn la noche gran berlains parala tos es el mejor hecho eop)o Puchero, supuesto que de
una nuya
h.aVtablí-'CiJJsajje en el salon de Pprjacianp gan par resfríos, dce Cora Valker de
duba
hay
quo tutes estaba
Pottefyj.Ie
Cajibinia,
no
el.llugar
en
ísteyan,
I
Ct'wpany,
yepjnn de
ningún
el
sea
de
mrjgr,
pue
tocante
To Tr4'na
tf
Revista''.
Yo le presente con una dotella de Otro puede curar un resfrio tan pron La
Afeita risa y corta el pelo p! es
Piamberiainsfalsanio para dolores tamente. Ningún otro preventivo tan
Europeo, con gran esmero y
tilo
y pjespuei de unas canUs ap(;cacio seguro para la pnetniina.ííingun
)etrja y tifie el pelo a) color fiatuial
pef ella decidió que era el mas adm otro es fan agrabadie y alvo para
se desea
que
íraple aliviador de dolor qne ella ha onjarse. Esta sqn bucti4i raspnes
TAOS, N; M,
BKÜTbEU.
ffa probado, en yerd.ad ea nunca'cs porpue debian sgf prelciihas a ning A.
ta sia el ahora, y esta en fodos tien unas otras. L verdad es pue pocas ARRUINO SjJHERMObyRA
pof capaz de andar' un aplicación persopas están satl'fechas con ningu
llarriet J Ioward de 209 VV. 34 st
pcasional del tyaUamo de dolor le r,a ora después 4$ hader usaboesfe
fueyaYorken un tiempo tuyo arr
quita el dolor dcJ cual e!a antes era femedio.
de
UÍfjada su hernigíHra cpn ina.
I'R venta pqr todos lo RoticsrjQs tos; cha esciibe: Yo tenia Uema sa
pio'fttjíja.
pe venta por todos lo boticarios.
por anos pero nada
Pon A. Av, ftivera, de JMac lada o etema
podía curarla hasta qne yo use la
IU. V. Vert, presidsnte de ja Lake, Candado c Colfax, e Jiyo Sajyja Aplica
IJucklen. Un pron
Universidad formal de Las Vr dej Asesor, h'n- T0inas Rivera de
sanativa
para cortadas
y
ta
scgMfa
gl?;íi hallara en Taos el proximo Costilla, arribo a esta el Jueves, Quemadura?, y Jjagas. precio 35 Ctt
dia.lro. de fYbrero y el dia J sera co el objeto de atender algunos
Pe vsnta por todos qa botivarios.
pegoc os cpijfo Píputacjo Asespr,
fj'j de Instituto en esta,
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ANCHEZ
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sitarnos

CO.

lüLIAÍi

Bueno
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ARROYO SECO, N. M.

fi MÁR1EZ1

ARROYO HONDO

Ka la Cantina famosa de

K-

-

B seSOWJ2R
vende
WHISKIES

do $3 a $6 el Galon.

VINOS
de $1.25 a $4.50 el Galon
Efecto nbotellados
en Proporción.

Taos Valley Club
e bailan los mejores Whiskies dead.

$2,00 HASTA $5,00
el Galon.

St. 50.

VINOS a

" Importados $ 4,00

Ofrecemos a los reciden tea d Arroyo Hondo y mis contorno, un gra.
urtid en ropa de todas claíei, que acabamos de recibir para la etacou ú
Otoño é Jnvíerno,
TODO
UhTIM A NOVEDAD.

m

Completo surtido da Zapatos,
Cuerpos de seda y lana
Tápalos, enaguas, trajei para caballeros, señoras y señoritas.
Ferreteri, qulucallerm, entufas, guarniciones, madera, prendas, 'juguetes
'
etc, etc.
Gran surtido do abarrotes fresóos, que recibimos todas las semanas.
Compramos cueros, saleas, y toda clase de efectos del país.
Por dinero en mano, vendemos mas barato que ningún otro comercian
ta en nuestros contornos.

JULIAN A MARTINEZ

ARROYO HONDO,

EI Galon.

CERVEZA SMTZA

25CT$LAr,0TELLA
JJn agradadle movimiento de los es
tantinps sin ningún efecto desagrada
die, es producido qor las tadletas de
Chamderlaios para el estomago y el

hígado

Pe venta por todos los Boticarios'

EÍIL&.THI
!fíi CUríC

GOUGE!

thi

LUflCQ!

""Dr.King'o
til

id

f1

Us

0N?lfS6PT!CI
OUÚKt

Prle

I9ea$1.C

Frt Trial,
JQUít
and
for aü
Cur
Üuicsest
burt
THUOAT and LUNO T20UB.

tlíS. or MONEY BAGS.

& CO.

SQUIRE
Avisa es por éstas dado qne ha
uendo sido yo nombrada adminis
tradora del Estado Kde bienes de
José CernaM García (finado) re
dante de Arroyo Seco, condado
de Taos, N. M., el día 2 de Enero
G04, por la Hon. G'irte de Prue
bas, pqr ésta doy aviso qne todos
o acreedores que- tengan reclamos
en contra ó á favor de dicho Esta,
o, Jos presentarán en el término
regular de la C'.rte que será el
primer Lines de Mano 1905'
Los que deban al Estado tam,
bien las presentarán ántes dt di

W.IXEX

IIARTT,

JR.

RANCHOS DE TAOS N, M.

Couircuntk
secos
de uso corriente.
Ropss, Trajes,
Quincayería ele,
latos, y qu no
do efecto

En Todos os Ramo
y abarrotes de lujo y
Zapatos, Ferretería,
etc, todo a previos ba
necesitan Ir en Taos.

cantina en coneccion.

To

da clase de Wukys, licores y vlnoa
importados, los mía añejos. .
Compra productos del pais.
RANCHOS DRTA03 N. MEX
TOS Y RKSFKIO.

Todo resfrio y tos y pulmonía, que
curables, son prontauiente cura.
son
cha fécha,
por One Jlinute Cougb Curo
dos,
Firmado hoy 5 de Enero 1905.
la fiema ecba fuera teda afuma,
quila
Lucinda M. de García,
clon y deja en perfecta condición to.
Administradora..
partea ofendidas es agraphia
das
Arroyo Seco, N- - M,
aJtomarla de venta por,
1,
íft, Pub, .Tau'y
A. G. MaUor
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